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ABSTRACT

Martin, John Thomas Ill, An Examination of Some Inter-
Disciplinary Relationships Between the Professionals
Involved in Child Abuse and Neglect Case Management
in the Milit ary Commun ity

Purpose ~~~~~~

_— ‘rhe primary purpose of the study was to identify

some of the inter-discip linary problems involved when a

multidisciplinary team concept is utilized to attack the

specific medical social problem posed by child abuse and

neglect case management in the military community. The

secondary purpose was to examine local , Army installation ’s

implementation of the Army Child Advocacy Program (ACAP)

which went into effect Army-wide on February 1, 1976.

Special attention was afforded the Child Protection Case

Management Team (CP CMT) concept included as a part of

the ACAP.

Methods

Information for this study was obtained from:

(1) an examination of pertinent Army regulations; (2)

a review of pertinent literature available; (3) an exa-

mination of responses to a questionnaire specifically de-

signed to survey the personal opinions of military coinmu-

nity professionals (those people with potential to act

in some official  capacity in child abuse and neglect case

management); and (4) a considerable number of informal
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interviews with military community professionals and policy

makers.

- 

- 

Findings
. The following facts were determined from the in—

formation and evidence assembled during the study.

The Army was late to provide any sort of policy

or standard guidance in the area of child advocacy. Con—

sequently , when implementation of an Army-wide ACAP was

directed, it was in immediate competition with a variety

of local programs that had been in operation up to several

years. The result is less than satisfactory compliance

with the ACAP. Specifically in the area of child abuse and

neglect case management, the ACAP formalized CPCMT proce-

dures based on the same model that most local case manage-

ment programs had adopted. While program competition was

not significant, new roles or dimensions were added for

which the local professional practitioners were neither

prepared nor equipped to fulfill. The result is some

degree of confusion and frustration. Problem awareness

is exteremely high.

Service delivery professionals expressed a wide

range of opinions that coincide less than twenty-five per-

cent of the time with Army imposed guidelines and proce-

dures. Much evidence points to the lack of effective

interdisciplinary communication in the subject area with

iv .
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accompanying feelings of resentment and helplessness.

Cooperation among case management participants was found•

to be adequate, but areas for improvements were noted.

Professional training in child abuse and neglect

was determined to be sorely lacking.

Professionals were found to be simultaneously

highly opinionated and critical of disciplines other than

their own and not free with suggestions to improve the

system.

A top-level, Department of the Army push was

determined to be needed to have the spirit and the letter

of the Army Child Advocacy Program become a reality.

‘-super ising Professor
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The most up-to-date listing of financial grants =

awarded by the Office of Child Development in the United

States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare lists

sixty-nine on-going (until at least mid-1977) projects in

the area of child abuse and neglect.

Projects in this goal area are designed to
increase knowledge about the causes, nature,
extent, consequences, prevention, identif i—
cation, and treatment of child abuse and
neglect, and to improve services to abused
and neglected children IRackly , 1976, p. 24).

Each of these projects involves service delivery demonstra— -

tions. Forty-two grants (totalling over eight and one

quarter million dollars out of a grand total of just over -

thirteen million dollars) were awarded to activities which

implicitly or explicitly stated as part of their project

goals the “coordination of abuse/neglect services”; the

“mobilization of a coordinated system”; to “effect a

cooperative network of multidisciplinary professionals

and lay people and a coordinated network of services”;

or to “design models for coordination .” There is appa—

rently a rather formidable problem in the specific area

of multidisciplinary coordination since over sixty percent

of the projects and over sixty-three percent of the federal

dollars address the subject. With the corresponding,

5- . -———— -5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - — —  
— -
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conspicuous lack of specific literature, one cannot help

but wonder if the myriad of-federally funded demonstra-.

tion project administrators know exactly what problems

exist, which obstacles must be overcome in a coordinated

team approach to child abuse and neglect, and what specific

efforts will overcome this lack of coordination on a

lasting basis. Hopefully , this particular study will

begin to fill the void.

Problem and Purpose

The primary purpose of this study is to identify

some of the interdisciplinary problems (not legal or

jurisdictional problems) involved when a multidisciplinary

team concept is utilized to attack a specific medical

social problem in the military community . Presently in

the area of child abuse and neglect case management , no

single profession or discipline can state with any degree

of confidence that it has the solution to the problem.

The alternatives that are proposed vary greatly, but a

realistic approach to the problem that does not cross

disciplinary lines does not exist.

The United States Army, at di f f erent times ; in

different places; and in diff erent ways , recognized the

existence of child abuse and neglect within the mili tary

community. Efforts toward problem solving were extremely

fragmented . The success of any g iven program--or even

—5- -— —--5.———--- —-5 --
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the existence of a child abuse and neglect program on the

local ‘.evel--depended solely on the personal efforts of

concerne i individuals in the absence of any Army—wide

policy or program. It was not until February 1, 1976 ,

that the Army Child Advocacy Program (ACAP) went into

effect . Th~ ACAP is still too new, in this writer’s

opinion , to attempt a fair  evaluation of its effects on

an Army-wide basis. But it is not too soon to examine its

local operationalization. That is the secondary purpose

of this study.

Definition of Terms

- 
- “Professional” is used throughout the study not

in the sense of occupational status, but rather as a

synonym for anyone in a position of authority, regardless

of discipline , with potential to act in some off icial

capacity in child abuse and neglect case management.

“Case management ” refers to any action taken by

a professional subsequent to the initial discovery that

child abuse and neglect (or suspected child abuse and

neglect) has taken place .

“Military community ” includes the total military

population of a par t icular  Army installation, their

families (dependents) ,  and the complete array of mi l i ta ry

and civil ian services , agencies , activities, and institu-

tions available in the geographical area . Except as

~

5 _ _
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noted in later discussion, no distinction in actual

residence is implied between on-post or off-post.

“Sponsor” refers to the individu~l family member

who is actually a member of the U.S. Army; other family

members are “Dependents.”

A concerted effort has been made to avoid unfamiliar

and possibly confusing military jargon , terminology , acronyms,

and the like. If the civilian reader is the least bit

apprehensive about proceeding through this study, the

writer recommends the reader first peruse the six-page

(269—275) section, “Military Life Style,” by John K.

Miller found in Heifer and Kempe ’s Child Abuse and Neglect:

The Family and the Community (1976). In it civilian life

style parallels are drawn and any military mystic effective-

ly eliminated.

Design of This Study and Basic Issues

Excluding the introductory chapter , this study

consists of four major parts: (1) a background for the

* 
study ; (2 )  the methodology employed; (3) the results of

the survey ; ~nd (4) some interpretations , implications,

and recommendations. -

As part of the background for the study, a review

of the literature is presented . It is not a full scale

review of published material on child abuse and neglect

which is available elsewhere, but rather a particularized

- 

—5-— — -- -—--5-- ----5 --- 
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version including only those sources directly concerned
- - 

- with child abuse and neglect in the military community..

General source references are included only insofar as

each relates to the interdisciplinary aspects of the

study . Paralleling the chronology of the literature is

the historical development of child abuse and neglect

case management which in the past fifteen years has made

a formal transition from personality to policy.

- General descriptions of the military communities

surveyed as well as specific creteria for inclusion in

the survey sample comprises a methodology chapter.

The chapter containing the results of the survey is

divided into five substantive categories for discussion.

These categories correspond to nine basic is~ues or specific

areas of interdisciplinary relationships identified for

investigation. The categories and corresponding basic

issues follow: 
-

CATEGORY BASIC ISSUE

Awareness Awareness of existing program
and requirements

Mutuality of Knowledge Mutuality of Knowledge

Sequence of Contact Sequence of Contact

Teamwork . Willingness to accept respon-
sibility
Willingness to share respon—

. sibility
Mutuality of Trust
Mutuali ty of Confidence
Mutuality of Respect

Grass Roots Ideas Previously untapped , grass roots
ideas concerning the ACAP .

— -5—.-— ___5 •~ _~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — i-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Following the presentation of the survey results

are some possible interpretations that may be attached

- ‘ to those results. Implication of the survey results

for the ACAP ; military communities; and t)ie military

hierarchy follow. An assessment of the ACAP ’s impact

on service delivery in the military community is also

offered. To conclude this study, constructive, practical

suggestions or recommendations are offered concerning

various aspects of identified problems. Broad areas of

the ACAP in need of revision are catalogued along with

certain specific revisions that are warranted to the

Program as it now stands. Corollary recommendations, not

concerning the ACAP directly, but in support of it, are

also furnished.

Scope of This Study

- Although U.S. military communities are located

throughout the world, this study focuses on only two:

Fort Hood, Texas, and Fort Riley, Kansas. These two

installations, selected for a combination of factors——

including proximity to the writer, size , mission, and

writer familiarity--may be considered to be representative

of many similar Army installations. While each individual

military community has its unique qualities, the facts of

the universal applicability of Army regulations, policies,
- I and programs; a rather standardized , tightly-knit organi—
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zational structure; and the centralized military training

of professionals combine to suggest the dispersion of

military communities is only geographical when a common

problem such as child abuse and neglect is examined. The

problematic experiences of military communities vary by

time , intensity, and reaction thereto-—but a commonality

of experiences cannot be denied. The assumption is made

that the accuracy of this study has not been jeopardized

by surveying only two military communities.

Evidence of a shared problem between Fort Hood and

- 
- Fort Riley is provided by Texas and Kansas state statistics.

The Central Texas area that encompasses the Fort Hood

military community ranks fourth highest in reported child

abuse and neglect incidents per capita; in actual case

volume, the area is the leader in the state. The Geary

County and Riley County area which includes the Fort Riley

military community has the distinction of being the Kansas

leader in both statistical categories.1

---5- - - - — - 5— —
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND PARALLEL HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

- 
Although the discovery of what has generally come

to be called child abuse and child neglect has been traced

and relatively well documented (Caffey, 1946; Fontana,

1971; Heifer & Keinpe, 1968; Wooley & Evans, 1953). Coin—

paratively little literature exists on the subject when

an attempt is made to discover its recognition and trace

its development within the military (Army) community. The

national awareness movement of the last fifteen years,

although not directed specifically toward the military

commun ity, did not go unnoticed by it. Primarily through

the astute observations of xneithers of the Army Medical

Corps, specifically pediatricians; members of the Army

Nurse Corps, specifically health nurses; and members of

the Army Medical Service Corps, specifically social work

officers, the military community was seen as possessing

a problem worthy of examination.

As early as 1962, concerned social work officers

were informally addressing various aspects of the child

abuse and neglect problem: Formal programs, such as the

Infant and Child Protection Council formed at William

Beaumont General Hospital, El Paso, Texas, in 1967,

followed. It is evident from a survey conducted in 1970

a number of Army installations designed and operationalized

5— - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~n.~~~~~c~s=p - —---—5-— -‘-----5.--- .--~~~ --  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~Al
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child abuse and neglect programs in the succeeding years

(Arellano) . At least twenty—four Army installations in the

continental United States had sufficiently recognized the

child abuse and neglect problem by 1970, that each had

published a regulation concerning it. As Arrellano has

- 

- -

~ noted,

This is encouraging from a broad social wel—
fare point of view. From an administrative
view point La situation exists) with little
or no uniformity between posts 11970, p. 8].

However, he continues,

There was a hint of some uniformity between
posts in that some of them seem to follow
the basic model of the Infant and Child
Protection Council developed at William
Beaumont General Hospital Ip. 8]. -

Welton2 (1968) stated that several “responsible

officials” including both military and civilian authorities

as well as medical and non-medical authorities “met to

formulate a plan for handling suspected cases of abuse

or neglect of children of Army families jp. 1].” The

Infant and Child Protection Council was specifically

designed to fill a void. No Army-wide, procedural guidance

existed for child abuse and neglect case management; and

the need was felt for a “visible, accessible, and respon—

sible structure Ip. 3].” The actual intent of the Infant

and Child Protection Council “was to prevent further

abuse or neglect, if in fact it existed Ip. 3].”

Many functiOns are implied by that goal--among

them central reporting, medical treatment, investigation, 
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multiple referral, family intervention, and child advocacy .

- 
— The resources and expertise of many different offices axYd

3agencies were called for . This interdisciplinary effort

- - - was determined early in the program to be more successful

than previous unstructured approaches to the problem.

Nearly each of the agencies comprising the council had

formerly tried to manage the problem as a separate entity,

- but each had not been effective. The interdisciplinary

measure within the military community combined “ (1) autho-

rity to act; (2) skills, techniques and knowledge; and

(3) sufficient resources LWhite, Smith. & Giles, 1968,

p. 2]” to effectively manage child abuse and neglect cases. -

- - 

Whether the Infant and Child Protection Council
I

was formed by accident or design is apparently a conclusion

colored by the eyes of the viewer, be he representative of

a military or civilian council member component (White, et.

al, 1968); nevertheless it represents the earliest docu-

mented Army response to the recognition of the problem.

The fact that no single disciplinary approach to

managing child abuse and neglect was demonstrated effective

paralleled the 1963 finding of Delsordo. Paulsen concluded

“A multidisciplinary network of protection needs to be

developed in each community... 11966, p. 483 ;” that is

precisely what William Beaumont General Hospital attempted

in the military community. The conclusion of an examination 
- -

of the military community child abuse and neglect situation,

~

- —

~

- - 5 - 5
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although somewhat superficially accomplished through

- 

- individual case studies in El Paso, coincided with the

more in—depth, empirical research conducted by Kempe and

his colleagues in 1962. No single causative factor could

- 

- be pinpointed, but rather a “problem mosaic”, somewhat

different in each instance, preceeded the abuse or neglect.

Logically, an interdisciplinary approach was mandated.

- 
As other military installations adopted the Infant

and Child Protection Council model, it was simultaneously

adapted to meet the perceived needs of each local situation.

Quite often the council composition was altered to include

representatives of the law enforcement and criminal law

offices on a post. The presidency of the council generally

varied according to who was the highest ranking member

irrespective of training, knowledge, ability, position,

agency or discipline (Arrellano, 1970; Welton, 1968).

The most popular acronym resulting was “SCAN”, meaning

Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect.

Although SCAN councils were rather prolific, both

their existence and their effectiveness were solely depen-

dent upon the personalities--again usually social work

officers——who served as their driving force. Program titles,

statements of purpose and the conceptual model of William

Beaumont General Hospital notwithstanding, any similarity

between the various operating principles and methods

represented by the twenty-four Army installations was

55 - -— ~~L 5- -— - -  -~~-~ —— -5——— -5- 
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coincidental (Arrellano , 1970). Some installations listed

their regulation under the 210-series, general regulations

governing the operation of installations; others placed

them in the 600-series, dealing with personnel actions and

the responsibilities of a military member toward his depen—

dents; still others were to be found in the 40-series,

lending credence to the idea that child abuse and neglect

was viewed as strictly a medical phenorneona (Arrellano ,

1970). Installations approached a fifty—fifty affirmative—

negative split when queried, on their ability

to remove a child from his home fc~r his ownprotection ... . Surprisingly , of U posts
not covered by a child protection reguLation,
five responded that they were able to remove
a child from his home [Arrellano , 1970, p. 4].

Discrepancies broaden when one looks at the variety of

authorities charged to investigate reported instances of

child abuse and neglect and knowledge of and compliance

with state reporting statutes in 1970 (Arrellano).

Recognizing the nearly total void of empirical

data concerning Army child abuse and neglect, Sattin and

Miller in 1970, began publishing information learned from

nearly three years of study in the El Paso-Fort Bliss—

William Beaumont General Hospital military community. Eco-

logically speaking, it was learned

that child abuse cases were more likely to
occur in the ‘Dyer Street’ section of El
Paso and that they were more likely to
live in this area than other military

- -  ~~~~~~ “-~~ -- - ~~~~~~~~~ -—— ~~~
-
—

-
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families. ... prior personality variables
and/or financial or other environmental
stresses were responsible was offered Ip. 8)

in explanation of the notable residence patterns of child

abuse cases when compared to non—abusing military families.

In 1971, Reister self—admittedly failed in his

attempt to profile a “typical” abused child and his parents,

but he did compile and publish detailed data on severe

cases seen at Letterman General Hospital, San Francisco,

California. Reister firmly advocated “the early and exten-

sive application of Ia] multidisciplinary approach Ip. 3)”

developed at his location. He lamented about the high

mobility of both military clients and military practitioners:

No physician is likely to be able to afford
to rely on his personal charm or skill to guaran—
tee the safety of a child suspected by him of
being battered. This is the conclusion of the

- - law and it is supported by the facts locally.
The hospital, taken corporately , has the same
weaknesses as its physicians, and should con—
d ude that it can not afford to try to safe—

- - 
- guard children by reliance on its own fund of
skill and prestige. In the military context, —

especially, such reliance is folly because the
movement of both patients and health profes-
sionals is brisk [p. 4].

The federal government actively entered the specific child

abuse and neglect subject area after many years of general

discussions through White-House and other top level confer—

ences on youth. Federal legislative efforts culminated

in the almost unanimous Congressional passage of Public

Law 93-247 which was signed into law on January 31, 1974,

by President Nixon. Public Law 93—247, together with

—-5 -5 — — —5- —-5 55—
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Public Law 93-644 (technical amendments signed into law

on January 4 , 1975) ,  are known as the Child Abuse Prevention

and Treatment Act.

Meanwhile, within the military community, not only

were localized studies on—going at several installations

(NcKain , 1973), but the problem had become recognized far

up the military hierarchy , and work was begun on drafting

an Army regulation designed to standardize local programs

already functioning ; establish programs where none existed ;

and provide for a central, military case register speci-

fically to counter the highly mobile aspect of military

life.

Debate about the prevalence, etiology , and serious—

ness of the child abuse and neglect problem was the order

of the day. Miller (1972) insisted that although the

problem existed, the incidence was no higher in the military

community than in civilian communities, but the appearance —

of a higher rate was present because of more accurate

reporting in a more highly structured and tight-knit

society. In other words, child abuse and neglect was

more difficult to hide in a military setting than in its

- 
- 

- civilian counterpart. Mc~ain offered the characteristic

of anomie to replace the oft cited mobility as the key

ingredient (1969).

Heifer irritated some prefessionals in the military

community when he, without citing specific authority, pre— 
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sented a rather gross mil i tary community child abuse and

neglect profi le  to the American Academy of Pediatrics in

1974 :

I also didn ’t realize that the incidence of
child abuse and neglect is two to three
times as high in the armed forces as it is in
civilian life and that the armed forces do
not have any kind of policy for dealing with
child abuse and neglect. I didn ’t know that
at the Army ’s Madigan General Hospital in
Tacoma, the most common cause of death be-
tween the ages of one month and one year is
child abuse.

In 1973 Lehman presented a “thesis” to the United - -

States Army Judge Advocate General’s School in which he

sketched a national, “historical overview” of child abuse

and neglect and described the “battered child syndrome.”

He reported on the “existence of child maltreatment in the

military community ;” described the present day (1973)

handling of cases; and put forth some recommendations.

Lehman, citing statistics obtained from Miller, concluded

that there is ample evidence to support the notion that

- IThe Army] is a reflection of the individuals
comprising it, and the problems experienced
within IThe Army] are manifestation ’s of
difficulties throughout our country Ipp . 12—13].

That is, there exists a similar incidence rate of child

abuse and neglect in the miliary and civilian communities.4

Miller (.1972), Lehman (1973), and Allen (1975)

all point out that while there are epidemiological parallels,

there are, of necessity, certain etiological differences.

There are also major differences in case management. There



is no federal juvenile or family code by which the military

community may be guided; there is no military community

welfare department. Jurisdictional problems alone are

factually mind—boggling; whether or not the practical

effect is beyond that which is reasonable is a matter of

conjecture. Army lawyers are somewhat preoccupied with

the jurisdictional aspects. - Some non-legal Army agencies

point to the hand-tying effect jurisdictional issues have

on them, and Army commanders have been known to rationalize

their laissez-faire attitude by citing lack of jurisdiction.

The- facts are that even where jurisdictional problems are

non-existant, the military is extremely reluctant to

pursue the matter in the established court system.

Lehman (1973) found only three such cases in the

Court Martial Reports. Judge Advocate General opinions

speaking to the role of the installation commander include

the following wisdom: 
-

the goal of the Commanding General ... where
the circumstances warrant, is to seek to
establish and preserve an emotionally healthy,
nonabusive family, rather (than) to press for
prosecution of one or both parents with the
risk of destruction of the family unit.5

Since the prosecutorial aspects of child abuse and neglect

were overshadowed by rehabi4itative aspects, one must

question the a].most religious adherence to the pejorative

aspects of the jurisdiction issue. Lehman concluded an

Army regulation on the subject was warranted and actually
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desired by subordinated commands. This opinion was borne

out in fact in early 1974 when only one major command

responded negatively to formal inquiry from the Department

of the Army about the need for such a regulation.

For some time the Army has had a regulation (AR

600-30, Human Self Development Program) which provided

impetus for an installation commander to formally charter

“planning units.” These units  were composed of available

experts in a particular area of concern , to assist the

commander in confronting some of the challenging problems

that emerged particularly during the Vietnam era——racial

tension ; drug (including alcohol) abuse; dissent; and the
I

like. Clearly , the matter of child, abuse and neglect could

have fallen under the purview of AR 600-30. Most Army

installation commanders never made the connection.

Jurisdictional issues formed the core of the

military community child maltreatment problems as discussed

by Allen in 1975. She reported that William Beaumont

General Hospital , among others, may have violated law

in taking certain actions the In fant and Child Protection

Council deemed necessary. But, again , the entire juris-

dictional question is more problematic than factual. As

Allen states,

Although no one has yet contested the
authority of the state in maltreatment
cases, the possibility of a law suit in
the present 119751 jurisdictional con—
fusion creates an additional bur den for
the child maltreatment team [p. 171 . 
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There have been instances where members of the

military community have openly aired the problem at civilian

forums, meetings, symposiums, and conferences. The result

of such brainstorming has generally been non—productive.

The standard format is for the military community repre-

sentative to explain on—going efforts, request assistance,

then reject suggestions because “the military life style”

is unique ; “military organizational structure is not under—

stood ;” or “jurisdictional factors” preclude adoption.

This may not be a consciously planned format, but it has

recurred. P~ rticipants on both the military and civilian

sides have sometimes been extremely well—meaning, but

remarkably naive.

Two Army installations, Fort Sam Houston, Texas,

and Fort Campbell, Kentucky, are presently in- the throes

of participating in “innovative demonstrations,” financed

by Department of Health, Education , and Welfare grants to

local civilian agencies charged with serving the general

public of which the mi litary population forms a large

portion. These programs were designed specifically to

focus on the needs of the unique military family target

group .

- The Innov at ive Demonstrations will seek , with-
in [this) special population to create aware—
ness of the problems of child abuse and neglect,
provide a means of identi fy ing the f amilies,
deliver necessary services, suggest approaches
for improving family life so as to prevent

- 

1 abuse and neglect, coordinate ava ilable re-

—- -5-— - - — 
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sources, and consider the unique legal -

constraints on ... military families. - -
The objectives are to demonstrate new
techniques for providing the services
that best meet the needs of Ithis] -

group (U.S. DHEW, 1975, p. 7).

- 

- 

Each project was to run three and one—half years , and each

began in late spring, 1975. Total evaluation of either

project will not be possible until the end of 1978.

The United States Army, although by now a decade

late in joining the child abuse and neglect legislative

arena , published in late 1975 for implementation in early

1976 , a basic child abuse and neglect case management

program. It is applicable to every Army installation with

special provisions for those installations with over 2,000
I

dependents of assigned military personnel. Army regulation

600-48, Army Child Advocacy Program (ACAP), may be found

at Appendix A. A reading of the regulation points up the

theme continuation of the earlier sparse guidance, namely

a helping attitude toward child abusers and neglectors

rather than any type of retribution. The regulation is

not without its commentators and critics.

Most practitioners, regardless of discipline, at

the installation level welcomed the regulation primarily

because it drew local command attention to the local

problem and had the effect of say ing “Somebody upstairs

cares!” Practitioners are pleased at the central registry

reporting requirement and the built-in ability to transfer

cases between military communities when the sponsor is
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transferred with the relatively certain knowledge the

gaining authorities will pick up the family prior to

another incident of abuse or neglect. Some practitioners

on installations where active programs existed prior to

1976 , believe the regulation only serves to change

terminology.

Granger (1976) catalogues the following criticisms:

the Army regulation does not detail the
power, function, and duties of the Department
of the Army agencies (DCSPER and OTSG) [Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel and Of f ice  of The
Surgeon General] in regard to providing advocacy,
clearinghouse function and information and tech-
nical assistance, to involvement in an inter-
agency coordinating committee, and to reporting
to the Secretary of the Army , annually. OTSG
has the responsibility for managing the central
registry, but a’ t~ li-free number system has tobe worked out, a timetable of reporting and
verifying has to be evolved, a system of cate—
gories of cases (“ under investigation ,” “ un—
founded,” “indicated,” or “closed”) must emerge

- Although structure is provided for an
Army Child Advocacy Program Council at posts
having at least 2,000 or more mili tary depen-
dents, and a Child Protection Case Management
team is created, there is no machinery esta-
blished to review and approve a local plan
for child protective services at the Depart-
ment of the Army level. In fact, the wording
of the regula tion suggests endorsement rather
than mandating implementation .

‘The issue of reporting (who is required
to report and is allowed to report) is not
completely addressed. The penalty for not
reporting when required is not covered , and
the issue of immunity f rom liability is
also not addressed.

Protective cu stody is not dealt with ,
partly because of the problem with juris-
diction. Thus, the hospi tal commander is
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not given the authority to retain cus-
- 

- tody until the next working day of the
appropriate legal or court system.

The structure of the Army Child Advo-
cacy Program Council and the Child Protec-
tive Case Management Team is provided but
the functions required if they are to be
effective are not. The critical functions
of such a composite delivery system should
include: 1. a research, training , and
evaluation function; 2. an identification ,
reporting and verification function; 3. an
assessment functior.; 4. a crisis and long-
range intervention function [pp.6-7] .

- Some problems have also been expressed by both

Granger and a few local practitioners with the definitions

used in the regulation . Paragraph 5c states that child

abuse and neglect is:

the physical or mental injury, sexual abuse,
or maltreatment of a child under the age of
eighteen by a person who is responsible for
the child’s welfare under circumstances which

- indicate that the child’ s health or welfare
is harmed or threatened [p. 2 ] .  

-

‘ Although some academicians consider the terms

“abuse” and “neglect” to be mutually exclusive or at best,

bipolar , the definition was lifted nearly verbatim from

Public Law 93— 247.

The most recent, and the most extensive, literary

• treatment of child abuse and neglect in the military

community may be found as Chapter 14 , “Perspectives on

Child Maltreatment in the Military ,” in Heifer and

Kempe ’s new 1976 text , child Abuse and Neglect: The Family

and the Community. In Chapter 14 Miller highlights the 
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differences between the standard civilian life style and

the standard military life style giving emphasis to the~

nega e aspects as well as the positive aspects that

directly contribute to incidents of child abuse and neglect

and their subsequent case management. He -emphasizes the

fact that the military organization does not exist to

protect children.

Central to all military life is one theme... the mission. The mission overrides all
other considerations. It may be to win an
engagement in war, it may be to train for
war, it may be to feed the troops, or it may
be to provide medical care. Programs not
directly related to military mission accom-
plishment are incorporated not because they
are desirable or a routine part of normal
community life; they become justified by how
they relate to military effectiveness and
mission accomplishment [pp. 273—4].

• 
- 
The singular military concept of command is not

ignored by Miller.

The concept of command responsibility trans-
cends fo rma l military structure and carries
into family life as well. While military
commanders have no direct command authority
over family members, they clearly have in—

- f luence in fami ly lives. They are expected
to assist families [p. 272]

in all varieties of problems from family finances to

domestic disturbances. “The unit leader walks a tight

rope betwen- invasion of pi~ivacy and meeting command

responsibility [p. 272).”

One major military-civilian difference that is

positive in effect is that of determined decision making ;

and one that is negative in effect is the lack of “citizen
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input” and “ broad community considerations.” The result

is that the military from time to time discovers “blind

spots ” which have previously not been considered . Miller

concludes that the area of child abuse and neglect repre—

sents one big blind spot; or at best, it is an area replete

with so many small blind spots that their cumulative

effect is identical. The lack ‘of , research within the

military community is especially lamented.

The history of child advocacy programs in the miii-

tary community is traced by Miller (1976) from its grass

roots origins through the gradual awakening of top level

commanders to the present day disparities between the

“sister ” services. 
-

Many military child protection programs began
as a result of some particularly dramatic or
trag ic case involving critical injury or death
to a child. Usually the shock wave started
in the emergency room , passed through the hos— - -

pital, the military police, and ended up in
the i post or base command suite ... . What-
ever other solutions were proposed, the most
effective was that a task force or study group
be established to report back with recommen-
dations. Usually this was the start of a
child advocacy committee, or a child protec-
tion team, which is the basic model most
military commands have used in addressing
child maltreatment.

These child prote~tion committees are
usually made up of key personnel in the
military community who are most likely to
have some contact with, or influence over,
child abuse and neglect ...

The mili tary system has used [child
protection teams] more [than civilian
communities) because there is no welfare 
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- department in the military system and be-
cause the legal base for child protection
in the uniformed services is extremely
limited [pp . 282—3 ] .

Regardless of the reasons the military community

- adopted a multidisciplinary, team approach , this concept

appears consistent with the more successful metropolitan

hospital approaches as noted by many writers (Doeltz &

Adamson , 1968; Silver , Dublin, and Lourie, 1971; Tasem,

Dastell , and Goldenberg , 1974; Thomson , Paget , Bates ,

Mesch , and Putman , 1971). The multidisciplinary team

approach is in total agreement with other published prac-

titioners, administrators, and academicians (Besharov,

1975; Cherry & Kuby, 1971; Delsordo, 1963; Fontana , 1971;

Fraiberg, 1973; Gelles , 1973; Heifer & Kempe , 1968 , 1973,

1976; Johnson & Morse, 1968; Justice & Justice, 1976; Konopka ,

1972; Leavitt, 1974; Lourie, 1974; Office of Child Develop-

ment’, 1977; Paulsen , 1966; Steele, 1975; U.S. DHEW, 1975 ,

Weaver, 1976; Zalba , 1966). 
-

Miller ( 1976) presents his personal formula for

child advocacy team membership based on his pre-retirement

experiences with the Infant and Child Protection Council.

He would limit membership to “around ten to twelve ” which

is twice that required by the present Army regulation.

More important than professional qua lifications is the

personal interest his members must demonstrate. Miller

wants volunteers, not appointees; he wan ts personnel 
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delivering services, not merely serving only as consultants

or supervisors. In short , he wants members that will

cooperate to such a degree that all the standard (and not—

so—standard ) problems in child abuse and neglect teamwork

that could arise will not arise.

Many authorities back the teamwork concept as was

noted above; however, even more authorities backing the

interdisciplinary concept accompany their endorsement with

warnings about problem areas. Besharov (1975) deplores

the lack of compassion that accompanies committees, and

from the practical side, bemoans the fact that “responsi-

bility is frequently passed from one agency or individual

to another [p. 3].” del Valle and Alexander (1967) show

how mutual distrust among agencies is difficult to overcome;

Eisenberg (1968) explains that disciplinary boundaries

work to the disadvantage of the client; Etzioni’s organi-

zational text (1969) is replete with examples of disci-

plinary resentment of interdisciplinary “interference.”

Galdston (1970) discovered and reported on a tendency for

agencies to assume a sort of defensive posture when con-

fronted with an inter—agecy, cooperative situation. Agen-

cies tend to define themselves rather rigidly in terms of

treatment technique rather than respond to client problems .

The result is often a polarization of responses with little

forward progress.

Cheney (in Gil , , 1973) cites the additional task

- IL
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of educating team members about each other , a task often

overlooked. Heyman (1967) outlined the sociological :.
hierarchy of collaborative relationships in a general hoe-

pital; also working in a general hospital setting, Living—

stone , Portnoi , Sherry , Rosenhe im , and Onesti ( 1969) stressed

the fact that team collaboration is generally a non—teach-

able technique. The loss of professional identity (auton— )

omy) to the group is handled in differing ways be differing

personalities—-and are not predictable according to discipline.

Lourie and Lourie (1971) warned that definitional problems

will result from any inter—agency, cooperative design. Such

problems will stem from a client “ownership principle” with

the ultimate result of the development of a set of “performance”

objectives that pay homage to organizational and professional

bounds rather that being client centered as they should.

Polier (1975) clearly recognizes the necessity and desira—

bility of a multidiscipl inary ef for t  in combating child

abuse and neg lect and cites the consequences of the alienation

from professional responsbility which often occurs.

The fragmentation of professional authority
is all too likely to make the determinations
easier for each decision-maker by obscuring
the consequences of rejection for the child
in need of services [p. 3581.

Also, the absence of shared standards and lack of effec-

tive monitoring are problems to be reckoned with. Pryzwansky

(1974) pointed out in a school setting that “organizational

Ii ~~
-
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and relational factions” tend to impede collaboration;

this comment echos Etzioni ( 1969) , cited above . For some

disciplines there is an apparent negative connotation

associated with asking for help--regardless of the subject

area or magnitude of the problem. -

As stated previously , there exists a mere modicum

of literature on the subject at hand ,6 but it must be noted ,

that which is available parallels the military community ’s

reaction to its discovery of child abuse and neglect;

its slow, but steady , expansion of awareness; and the

eventual development of Army-wide guidance for case manage—

ment. 

--- - - -5  
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CHAPTER III -

METHODOLOGY

Description of Study Setting

Both survey targets, Fort Hood and Fort Riley,

prior to the publication of AR 600-48 , had recognized the

existence of their child abuse and neglect problem. and

instituted a form of multidisciplinary organization to

deal with it. Fort Hood’s Child £rotection Council (CPC),

operating since the late 1960’s and Fort Riley ’s Suspected

Child Abuse and Neglect (SCAN) council , operating since

1971, were both patterned after the Infant and Child

Protection Council in El Paso .

Child abuse and neglect activity in Fort Hood was

• formally centered in the military hospital’s Social Work

Services and pediatric clinic; however, a large amount of

ex—officio coordinating appears to have been accomplished

through the counseling services of the Army Community

Service Agency. After the ACAP went into effect, no

appreciable changes were made in either activity or ter-

minology. The CPC is the child protection and case manage-

ment team (CPCMT); and in fact is also the Fort Hood

child advocacy/human resources council. The existing

Human Resources Council was not utilized as AR 600-48

pointedly recommends.

The Fort Riley Army Health Nurse, until very - -

- . - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ , , _
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recently, maintained almost exclusive control over child

abuse and neglect activities’. Pediatric and mental health

services of the hospital were employed as necessary , but

as of ear ly 1977 , the hospital ’s Community Mental Health

Center became the formal focal point . Prior to AR 600-48 ,

- 
- 

Fort Riley had hired a civilian counselor to work in the

center with a primary duty of coordinating the efforts

of the SCAN council. But intent notwithstanding, the

position developed into that of recording secretary. Only

recently, following the formal change in responsibility

from public health to social work , have knowledgeable

professionals expressed the opinion that the position is

expected to rap idly expand to f i l l  the originally intended

role of service delivery coordinator. Also for a number

of years , Fort Riley , has been conducting training sessions

in how to parent; parent effectiveness training; and

other pr-Nressive group activities into which abusing and

neglecting families are integrated.

• While their locations are not exactly remote

given modern transportation means and standards, to arrive

at either post surveyed takes a conscious effor t .  Fort

Hood is a “permanent two division post” which means a

political committrnent has been made by the defense hier—

archy to maintain a large concentration of troops there ;

the standard number frequently tossed about by Fort Hood

professionals is 49,000. The military community then 
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comprises 49 , 000 military personnel while the total

military community population approaches 135,000. Fort • .

Riley, on the other hand , professes to total military

community population of 52 ,000 of which 19,000 are in the

military. This installation is also permanent and the

home of a single Army division.

Because both installations have a mission of

training and preparation for combat , the majority of

military personnel on each post are combat troops. Relatedly

characteristic of combat troop oriented installations are

frequent sponsor absences from the home. Extra duty,

beyond normal duty hours , may range f rom a few hours on

some work project to overnight guard duty; numerous extended

absences are also characteristic and may range from three

days to six weeks or more for field training exercise.7

With this combat troop orientation--as opposed to a

technical specialty orientation of a small installation

or a shcool—-comes a military community population bottom

heavy with low rank and youth ; relatively new marriages;

young children ; and a high turnover rate which translates

into frequent moves. These factors correlate highly with

available military community child abuse and neglect

statistics compiled during 1975 in a similar setting at

Fort Lewis , Washington , by personnel at the Madigan Army

Medical Center.8

Professionals at both ins ta l la t ions  voiced much

r 
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sincere concern over the present state of child abuse

and neg lect both in general and over different local

aspects of case management. Vivid examples of classic ‘

~

and bizzare child abuse and neglect incidents occurring

both prior to and after the ACAP were cited by professionals

to underscore these concerns. Both installations had

recently sent military and civilian professionals to

national and reg ional meetings and conferences on the topic.

Each installation possesses a nearly identical set

of resources-—or potential resources--available to the

military community . See Appendix B. One additional Fort

Riley resource exi sts in the manner the divisional (troop

level as opposed to installation level) psychological and

social worker resources are concentrated in a separate - 4

organization called the Command Consultation Group.

A major distinction between Fort Hood ~nd Fort

Riley exists in the conceptualization ; availability;

emp loyment; influence; and effor t  of local civilian child

protection service agencies. The Kansas Social and Reha—

bilitation Services (SRS ) handle only cases with residence

off the military installation with “jurisdict~onal”

problems cited for justification. SRS professionals gene—

rally feel they lack the resources as well as thè authority -
‘

to work on federal property. Nevertheless SRS represen—

tatives from both contiguous counties regularly attend

SCAN council meetings , but no one considers them more than
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invited guests. .

Texas Department of Public Welfare (DPW) personnel

charged with child protection likewise participate in

Fort Hood CPC activities. However , unlike Kansas , the

Texas DPW case workers are not hampered by jurisdictional

dictates and in fact are aided by a mutual agreement. The

Fort Hood commander has, in effect, provided DPW a standing

invitation to investigate child abuse and neglect reports

on the federal installation to include home, parental,

and child conditions and otherwise operate as the agency

is designed , and DPW has agreed to operate on the federal

property.9 Backed by local (district) courts, the DPW

effects removal of the child when necessary. Military

resources are utilized for subsequent care and treatment

wherever possible. For example, military families residing

on the installation are certified by the state as foster

care agencies and the Army hospital commander will treat !

admit an otherwise eligible dependent pursuant to a request

by DPW case workers supported by district court order ;

in such a case the child would not be released to parents,

but to DPW professionals.

- The State of Texas initiated a major campaign to

encourage awareness and reporting a child abuse and neglect .

in 1974. Fort Hood wholeheartedly participated in that

campaign , and the ef fec ts  of it remain visible throughout

the installation. The Fort Hood “hotline ” for making
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reports is 685—5437 , which necessitates an on—post repor-

ter dialing 5-KIDS . Duty hours calls are answered by the

hospital’s Social Work Services while after duty hours

reports are taken by a chaplain ’s assistant who makes

appropriate referrals; the number is continously manned .

Also , potentially impacting on child abuse and

neglect case management at Fort Hood is a newly approved

Behavioral Services Branch within the established law

enforcement program.1-° This branch will consist of both

military police investigators and social work technologists

who will have the mission

to investigate, refer , followup and treat
individuals involved in behavioral incidents
who are members of the military community,
whether residing on or off [the] Fort Hood
Military Reservation [Behavioral Services
Branch , 1977 , p. 1].

Originally envisioned to assist in the handling and pro-

cessing of delinquent juveniles, some Fort Hood professionals

envision a major role in all types of crisis situations

including child abuse and neglect incidents.

Sample Criteria and Description

Although each Army installation had given permis-

sion for the survey to be conducted, individual participa—

tion was strictly voluntary. Specific criteria for inclusion

at both Fort Hood and Fort Riley consisted merely of being

a professional as previously defined . Each resource

agency or activity was personally visited by the writer 
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and an on—the—spot determination made about which persons

would be considered professionals and offered questionnaires.

Position was given precedence over rank; decision—making

over mere contact. This criteria resulted in identifica—

tion of 230 professionals at Fort Hood and 170 at Fort

Riley. Consequently a total of 230 questionnaires were

distributed to professionals throughout the Fort Hood

military community and 170 throughout Fort Riley. Return

rates resulted in 29.13 percent (67 questionnaires)

representing Fort Hood and 34.12 percent (58 questionnaires)

representing Fort Riley. A copy of the survey questionnaire

is at Appendix C.

It is evident that the military community places

some degree of value in experience and education when

dealing with child abuse and neglect case management. Even

in populations laden with youth , like the surveyed comrnuni-

ties, the average respondent age is 35. Each possesses

an average of nine years experience in his or her particular

discipline and an average of eight years working association

with a military community. There is a general tendency to

permit a low experience level in those disciplines requiring

the most civilian medical . education such as pediatricians,

some nurses, and mental health personnel. Those disci—

plines not necessarily requiring extensive civilian educa—

tion appear to be compensated for in the area of child

abuse and neg lect case management with higher experience

4
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levels; examples include: general staff officers, Red

Cross workers; and law enforcement personnel. One notabl.e

exception is the low experience level of community (local ,

civilian) child protection service agenci&s; although a

moderate amount of civilian education may be recruired,

both public service agencies represented in Texas and

Kansas have experienced notoriously high personnel turnover

k: rates.11

Of the 125 respondents, 71.5 have had some personal

experience with a child abuse and neg lect case management

situation in a military community. Notwithstanding the

- 
-~ fact that over twenty—eight percent of the respondents

have had no experience factor on which to base their

opinions, each is a professional; each is in a position

where the situation could pre sent itself to compel judg-

ment to be rendered and decisions made by the respondent.

General sample characteristics are recorded by “Personnel

Category”2 in Table I. (See page 37)

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
__________
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TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS 
-

______________ — —
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

— _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

U ) .  U) ~~~~14rz~ ~z~~~~ 1z~ ~~~~U ) H H

~~~~~~~~~~~~ O~~~~Z Z

~~ 
.~~~~~~~ ~ERSONAL EXP . WITH

PERSONN EL 0 ,.I I~ Ix., z ~HILD AB JSE & NEGLECT
CATEGORY ~ .~ 0 H iq ~ YES NO

Alcohol & 
-

Abuse Cnslr. 2 1 3 ~j_ 10 10 2 1
Red Cross Case

Worker 7 2 9 44 13 12 5 4
Army Community

Service 2 1 3 44 8 8 3 0
Army Health

Nurse 4 2 6 28 7 7 5 1
Chaplains T T iT 40 14 

- 

9 8 3
Child Care

Center/Post
Nursery Pers. 0 1 i 29 8 1 0 1
Comm. Child — — — ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Protection
Service Agcy. j

~
_ j._ ..a.... a~. 2 2 2 0

~ed. Ward
Nurses _L _4_ ~~~ ~Q_ 10 9 6 2

Emergency Room
Personnel 4 j~ ~ 30 8 8 3 2
Family Therap. T 1 T 9 9 2 0
General Staff 

— — _____ -_______ ________ _________

Officer J~ 1 2 44 20 20 1 1
Law Enforce-
ment 10 5 15 33 11 11 11 4
Mental Health !
Hygiene 4 6 10 33 - 4 4 9 1
Ped. Clinic
Nurses ]. 1 2 27 3 2 l_ 1

• Pediatricians 3 2 5 29 4 1 3 2
School Admn. 4 4 8 39 10 6 7 1.
Schoo l Nur se 1 1  2 4 2  17 9 2 0
School Teacher 2 10 12 33 11 9 5 7
Social Worker
Services Hosp 8 1 9 31 5 5 9 0

SJA ~~Q .~~~ 7 7 6 4

TOTALS 67 58 125 35 9 8 90 35 

- - -- - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.--5----- -5- -—- ’-- -~~~~~
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

The results of the survey instrument (Appendix C)

are grouped into five categories for presentation in this

section of - the study:

A general awareness category explores the respon—

dent’ s alertness-to the problem and attentiveness toward

seeking a solution. Included are various respondents ’

perceptions of the current system. (Related instrument

items include numbers 2 , 3, 15, 16, 24 , 26 , 35.)

Various aspects of the second category , mutuality

of knowledge, are explored including both disciplinary

education and military training as well as updating

personal knowledge through contemporary reading. (Item

numbers 4, 14, 20, 22 , 23, 24 , 26.)
- Sequence of contact, the third category , is des-

cribed from the point of view of those respondents seeking

assistance. (Item number 5.) - -

The spirit of interdisciplinary cooperation is

examined in the fourth section on teamwork. Included are

respondents’ feelings dealing with the mutuality of trust,

respect , and confidence as they a f fec t  interdisciplinary

cooperation. Self confidence is also introduced . (Item

numbers 4 , 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

25, 27 . )

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .- - - ‘---5 ——--5—-- -5-5— —4. —-5-5—’--—---_’ ~~-5-5 -5-5_ A
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The presentation of grass roots ideas formulated 
-‘

— - by the respondents is the f i f th  and final category. (Item

numbers 7, 35, 36.)

No particular distinction has been drawn between

- 
- a f i rs t  or second choice response to most questions. The

opportunity was provided for selection of each respondent’s

own personnel category while simultaneously permitting him

to cross disciplinary boundaries. Interdisciplinary

relationships may be more accurately recorded and more

thoroughly examined utilizing two choices. An exception

is made when examining responses relating to sequence of

contact.

r Category One: Awareness

There is no evidence to suggest any professional

surveyed was totally uncognizant of either the existence

of child abuse and neglect in the military community or

the fact that the mili tary is attempting to deal with

the problem. However, there is abundant evidence which

indicates many professionals are not fully aware of the

Army Child Advocacy Program by that name. Nor are they

aware of the basic ACAP details, such as the respective

functions of the ACAP council and the CPCMT. In some

instances, there is a lack of awareness even of the local

operationalization of AR 600-48, to include ACAP council

and CPCMT membership, point of contact for case reporting,

and on-going inter-agency interdisciplinary cooperation

- -- ~~~~~~~~~ -5~~_4__~
__
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measures. This is true in spite of the fact that 73.6

percent of the respondents have personally experienced

some form of child abuse and neglect case management

situation in a military community. The remaining 26.4

percent without such experience do not comprise the entire

category of professionals demonstrating a lack of proce-

dural knowledge. In fact, some professionals possessing

— a thorough knowledge of the program lacked an experience

factor in their present duty assignment.

Thirty-two percent of the total respondents as

well as 32 percent of respondents with experience believe

the Army currently has a highly effective procedure for

dealing with the problem. Of those respondents with

experience, 42.4 percent believe the current Army proce-

dures are not highly effective and 25.6 percent are

undecided. -

Although only 84 percent of the 125 respondents

believe the Army should be concerned with a professional

team approach to child abuse and neglect case management ,

virtually all respondents are aware of some Army effort

in the area. However, the perceptions of those efforts

vary widely. Differences. are apparent between the ACAP

and perceived reality and between perceived reality and

what is thought to be desirable. For example , paragraph

11 of AR 600-48 provides for the mandatory inclusion of

pediatricians, psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers,

-— --5— -~~~--
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nurses , and lawyers on the CPCMT; yet some respondents
- 

- 
would routinely exclude each or all of these personnel

categories from the case management decision making

- - process.

When asked whether or not each was satisfied with

the role of his own personnel category in child abuse

- 
- 

- 
and neglect case management, 84.8 percent replied he was

with 13.6 percent expressing dissatisfaction . Those who

were not satisfied with their part were very liberal

with suggestions for role alteration.

The community child protection service agency

is thought to have the greatest influence in the existing

decision making process. The multidisciplinary CPCMT is

seen as taking a back seat to the desires of the civilian,

state agency. Social workers and pediatricians, in that

order , are seen as the next most in f luential disciplines.

When the aspirations of the respondents are examined,

there is definite desire to decrease the perceived power

of the civilian child protection agency as well as that

of the local family courts. To accompany these civilian

institutions would be two military personnel categories-—

those of law enforcement personnel and the Army health

nurse. A corresponding increase in influence would be

granted the mental health pro fessionals; f amily therapists;

and the Army hospital commander. The greatest over~ l1

increase in decision making power would be granted to the

- -5-5___
_ _ ____4_ _

~~
_ :~~.~~~~~~~ __ 
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CPC.MT as a whole.

Notwithstanding the -spirit and letter of AR

600-48, the CPCMT is viewed as the child abuse and neglect

case manager 15.8 percent of the time. Even if the

respondent ’s aspirations for the CPCI4T were granted, the

body would still control less than a quarter of the time.

When the element of military rank is pitted against the

element of knowledge, just over half of the surveyed

professionals feel knowledge is controlling. One quarter

of the respondents avoided making the choice, and the

remaining quarter definitely believe rank dominates the

case management decision-making process at the expense

of subject knowledge. -

I
The replies of the respondents coupled with the

interviews conducted and the general reception accorded

the writer and the project evidence a genuine concern

about the topic by professionals in the milithry community.

Nevertheless, 72 percent of the respondents remain unread

on the subject in the last year.

Sixteen percent of the professionals failed to —

identify anything they believed to be a goal of child

abuse and neg lect case mayiagement; this minority category —

was nearly equally divided between respondents who merely

left the question unanswered and those who stated they did

not know any specific goals.

The remaining 84 percent correctly mentioned one 

--5 -~~-~~~—- — —~~--
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or more of the functions listed in paragraph llc of AR

600—48 as the CP~MT Goal. Most commonly listed were

the identification of cases; treatment of the child,

parent(s) ,  or family; protection of the child; and

the coordination of resources function. Generally ignoring

the CPCMT function of making recommendations to the ACAP

council in either specific cases or on general policy

matters , many respondents ascribed to the CPCMT certain

functions specifically reserved by the regulation for

the ACAP Council. Most frequently appearing were items

relating to reporting networks and preventive measures —

such as community education, parent education, and

publicity.

Category Two: Mutuality of Knowledge

As previously noted, nearly every academician,

administrator, or practitioner who has written on the sub-

ject of child abuse and neglect has drawn some conclusion

or made some inference about the necessity for a multi—

disciplinary approach to problem solving in general and

case management in particular. An overwhelming number of

military community professionals concur. Only eight

percent of the respondents thought the Army should not be

concerned with a multidisciplinary concept in its case

management approach . Another eight percent were non—

committal on the subject. Red Cross case workers and law

-— ——~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~—
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t
- -

enforcement personnel account for eight of the ten negative

responses; but when asked wJ~ich personnel cate~ ory should

assume total responsiI~ility, eight of the sixteen

selected responses n amed multidisciplinary agencies such

as the CPCMT , hospital commander , and mental health services.

As the case management decision making process

currently exists 53.66 percent of the respondents believe

knowledge is more influential than military rank or civilian

status. The reverse is believed by 22.76 percent with

23.58 percent non-committed. When asked if the respondent

felt personally qualified to participate in child abuse

and neglect case management decisions, 64 .2  percent believe

they are ; 22 percent believe they are not; and 13.8 percent

did not know if they felt personally aualified or not.

The consensus of the respondents points up the

belief that the CPCMT is the single personnel category

best trained to handle child abuse and neglect case

management situations (24.1 percent). When the particular

responses of the f if teen CPCMT members are examined , one

discovers one-third claim no professional education on the

subject and 60 percent have had no military training with

27 percent (2 social work personnel; 1 lawyer; 1 mental

health center counselor ) responding with a total void of

formal learning experiences in the area of child abuse and

neglect. Nevertheless fourteen of the fifteen CPCMT mem—

bers consider themselves personally qualif ied to part icipate

-- - — --5- -- -5 — — — - - - - --5- . ---- -- -—---5 A
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in the case management decision making process; one

individual was not sure of his personal qualification.

The professional experience level of the CPCMT’s averages

six years as does military community association.

Following the CPCMT, respondents perceive local,

civilian community child protection case workers as the

best trained personnel (16.4) percent). Military social

workers are next with a 15.5 percent selection rate followed

by pediatricians (9 .5  percent) and mental health personnel

(9.0 percent). Four and one—half percent of the choices

named the ACAP council.

When these perceptions are compared with actual

training reported by the respondents, the perceived order—

ing of best trained personnel is just that——a perception.

One hundred percent of the pediatricians , fami ly thera—

pists, public health nurses and school nurses received

professional child abuse and neglect training followed by

70 percent of the mental health case workers , 60 percent

of emergency room personnel, 53 percnet of law enforcement
- personnel, 50 percent of the child protection service

agency case workers , and 44 percent of social work case

workers. These figures compare to total professional

education responses of 48.78 percent affirmative and

51.22 percent negative.

Mil i tary and civilian participation in in-service

training totals 25.8 percent a f f i rmat ive  and 74 .2  negative.

- - -5  ~~~~~— — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ -5 - -  —--- ------5~~~~ - - — - — - - — - —  —-----5 . —-- 
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Leading with 100 percent are the child protection ser-

vice agency case workers followed by 75 percent of the

public health nurses and 53 percent of the law enforce—

— 
-. ment personnel. Twenty-two percent of the mental health

case workers , 12.5 percent of the social work case workers,

and none of the pediatricians reported any military train-

ing on the subject. 
—

- When only the respondents in a medical discipline

are considered, an average of 63.7 percent have had pro-

fessional training in child abuse and neglect, but only

25.5 percent have been exposed to any military treatment

of the subject. This compares to 39.5 percent affirmative 
—

responses for professional training and 25.9  percent af f i r—

mative responses for mili tary t raining reported by person-

nel in non-medical disciplines.

The most often mentioned form of mil i tary instruc— - 

-

tion was “in-service” training, usually seminars conducted

by knowledgeable professionals; diverse locations were

mentioned for this training such as Madigan Army Medical

Center at Fort Lewis , Washington , and Camp Zaina, Japan.

The two most often mentioned Army schools were the Academy

of Health Sciences and th’e Mili tary Police School. The

former was credited with mentioning the subject of child

abuse and neg lect in both Off icer  Basic and Advanced

Courses; presenting some depth in the social work Advanced

Individual Training phase; and an in-depth treatment 

— - - ---5---- --—- - --- - -~~~~~~~~~-- 
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spanning 40-60 hours in a Clinical Specialists Course

the academy offers. In addition to the Officer Basic

and Advanced Course mentionings of the Military Police

School various aspects of the subject are taught in the

Military Police. Investigator ’s Course and in several -

~~

- •

criminal investigation courses. Credit was also given

to instruction at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology .

By far, colleges and universities and professional

graduate schools are responsible for providing most of

the prof essional training in child abuse and neglect

recorded by respondents. The gamut between small and

large and relatively obscure and well-known institutions

representing every geographical region of the nation were

mentioned by name. The only other category of professional

education was provided by an amalgamation of state and

federal governmental agencies; national, non—profit ser-

vice or study organizations, and professional societies

through a network of seminars, conferences, institutes,

meetings, and workshops. Such organ~zations as the Texas

Department of Public Welfare , the Kansas State Health

Department, the Office of Child Development of DHEW, the

- American Humane Society, Parents Anonymous, the American

Medical Association as well as several private and public

hospitals were also speáifically mentioned by name.

Many respondents mentioned some variation of

the theme “life is an education” claiming they are con—
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tinually being educated by the child abuse and neglect

case management situations in which they find them—

selves. . ‘ 
-

Some made comments about frequently returning to

ba sic published sources on the subject , and a few claimed

to read “anylLhing I can get my hands on.” One hundred

percent negative replies were recorded by respondents in

the following personnel categories when asked if each had

read on the subject of child abuse and neglect during

the past year (generally taken to mean during 1976): - - - -

Red Cross case workers, chaplains, emergency room personnel,

f ami ly therapists, general staff officers and lawyers.

Following closely were law enforcement personnel with 93

percent.

At the opposite end of the spectrum with all

respondents replying aff i rmatively and naming works were :

Army Communinity Service personnel , Child Care Center-:~ - - ~----_ - -  - -

administrators, Child Protection Service Agency case -a- -

workers , and school nurses.

- A variety of texts and/or authors were named , the

most frequently appearing name was that of Dr. C. Henry

Kempe, professor and chairman , Department of Pediatrics,

University of Colorado School of Medicine. His works,

together with Dr. Ray E. Heifer , professor in- the Depart-

ment of Human Development at Michigan State University ’s

College of Human Medic ine, were the most frequently cited

- - - --- ----- —------—--- - -5-- - 
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authors—-their 1972 and 1976 publications shate the

- 
- honor. The remainder of cited texts represent a wide

variety of authors currently publishing in the field and

authors publ ishing in closely related fields. Profes-

sional magazines and journals were frequently named as

were DHEW publications and literature published by

national, non-profit public service organizations such

as the American Humane Society and Parents Anonymous.

Category Three: Sequence of Contact

The personnel categories to which the surveyed

professionals indicated they would first turn for advice

should the occasion arise are indicated in Table 2. (See

page 5 o . )  No single discipline has a monopo ly. Nearly

one-quarter ( 2 4 . 6 )  percent of the respondents would seek

case management advice from the CPcMT. Another 13.9

peràent would turn toward their local community child

protection service agency and 11.5 percent would seek

assistance from social workers.

The non-exclusive hold of any single discipline

or agency on the advice market is furthered when one

realizes only 4.1 percent of all surveyed professional

indicated they would f i r s’t seek advice from a professional

within their own personnel category . 
-

‘ The array of second choices is equally as dispersed

as primary choices. When both sets of choices are combined,

the CPCMT alternative drops to 18.7 percent of the total.
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TABLE 2 
- 

‘

7
PRIMA RY SELECTIONS OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS

FOR ADVICE/ASSISTANCE

- 

- 
PERSONNEL CATEGORIES A B D ~ J L N N Q R S T U W X Y Z AA

- 
- ALCOHOL AND DRUG

ABUSE COUNSELOR 
- A

RED CROSS B
ACAP C 

- j ,~~~~j i i  - _ L  J._

ARMY COMMUNITY SER-
VICE D l i  1

ARMY HEALTH NURSE E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CHAPLAINS F 

- 

1
CHILD CARE CENTER

ADMINISTRATORS G 1
CPCMT H 1 4 1 3 5 4 2 3 1 1 

- - 

5
COMMANDER I l
COMMUNITY CHILD
PROTECTION AGENCY J 2 1 1 i 3 4 1 j L 1 ~~~~~~EMERGENCY ROOM L 

- L - -
FAMILY THERAPIST N 

- — 1 — i i~~ i.~ — — - - — —GENERA L STAFF
.-1 OFFICER N 

—HOSP ITAL ADMIN-
ISTRATOR 0 1

HOSPITAL COMMANDER P 1 1
LAW ENFORCEMENT

PERSONNEL Q 2 2
MENTAL HEALTH
CLINIC R 2 1 1  1 

—
PEDIATRIC CLINIC

NURSES S - -PEDIATRIC WARD -

NURSES T 
- -PEDIATRICIAN S U 2 1 1 

— 
2

PHY SICIANS V
SCHOOL ADMINIS-

TRATORS W 1 5
SCHOOL NURSES X 1 4
SCHOOL TEACHERS Y - 

— — — —SOCIAL WORKERS Z 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 
— 

1 1
LAWYERS AA
U . S .  MAGISTRATE BB
WELL BABY CLINIC

NURSES CC 

~~~~-5- - --. - - -- -— --- - --- 
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Category Four: Teamwork

Over ninety-three percent of the professionals -

surveyed indicate a willingness to cooperate and work

with the members of other personnel categories when deal-

ing with child abuse and neglect case management. Eighty-

eight percent f latly deny any competition between their
— personnel category and the others in this subject area.

As stated earlier, 84 percent indicate a multidisciplinary

effort  should be a subject of Army concern ; while simul-

taneously , a somewhat~lesser 62.4 percent claim not to be

“disturbed” b yj ~~int chil~1—abuse and neglect -case manage-~~~~ —

ment decisions. Only one-half indicate willingness to

work for members of another personnel category. The

responses favoring the concept of teamwork , joining forces

against a common enemy , progress pejoratively as the

accorapan.yin-g -.-item wordin-g - becomes- .less ...diredtly--related

to “cooperation ” per Se, as rmay be ;-séen - in Table 3. (-See -

page 52.) -

- 

- -  
Typical reasons which support a dislike for joint

decisions include: unnecessary delay; “majority opinion

is of ten not the most competent opinion ;” “some personnel

categories fail to understand other personnel categories

limitations;” a concerned agency is of ten completely

disregarded; “partial case management results——too many

referrals and not enough deciding result from the ICPCMT]

meetings.” 
-
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Selected as the single personnel category profes-

sionals prefer to work for is the CPCNT with 15 percents

of the named choices. The ACAP council is selected at

a five percent rate. Other personnel categories exhibi-

ting leadership in the field are civilian courts and

child protectibn services (12 percent); mental health

workers (11 percent); social workers (10 percent); and

pediatricians (10 percent).

Supportively, 22.5 percent identified either ‘the

ACAP±counc±l~ or ±he- CPCMT~- as~ the: personnel- - category that -

should-- set- the limits of - professional involvement for

them. The civilian courts and the child protection ser-

vices followed with 10 percent of the choices and the lawyers
-I

were next with 8 percent. It must be noted that 34 profes-

sionals (27.2 percent) refused to cross personnel cate-

gories and selected their own per sonnel category to

establish ~the lim-ita::of~their.. professional involvement

in child abuse and neglect case management..

When choices were examined from a broader base——

that of a general profession——it becomes apparent that

professional clannishness as discussed by Moore ( 1976)

throughout his text is a reality. School teachers and

administrators chose themselves or each other as super—

visors 48 6  percent of the time. Members of the medical

profession accounted for 80 choices in the survey; 42

or 52.5 percent of the selection went directly to them—

~ 

_1___ _ _  -
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selves or other medical personnel categories.’ If the
I

23.8 percent selection rate for the medically controlled

CPCMT’s are added , the non—medical professionals are -

excluded three to one from the role of supervisor over

members of the medical profession .

All professionals except seven (5.6 percent) con-

sider their personnel category generally willing to ,share

specialized knowledge in the case management area. 
-

When the opportunity was presented to become selec—

tive -and routinely exclude, specific personnel categories

from p~articipating 
- in ‘the decis-ion -making- -pro-cess-. Forty- - .

eight of the professionals surveyed (38 .4  percent) refused

to exclude any category. Of the remaining 61.6 percent,

seven professionals, ( 5 .6  percent of the total number

surveyed) would exclude- themselves -from decision -making

on a routine -basis. -

The pérsonne1~category -seiected by - the professiotrals - ‘ - -

aS least-likely to deliver the services it should-was unit - -~-

commander. The unit commander category out-polled its

nearest competitor by over a two—one margin with 14.5

percent of the selections. The CPCMT received 1.7 per-

cent of the selections.

Likewise, unit commanders were selected as the

category. least qualified to particpate in the - decision

making process , but in this survey the top percentage of

14.7 percent must be shared with the general staff officer

ill:

~
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category . A distant third (9.2 percent) was the category,
of hospital administrators.

Relatively low positions were accorded unit com-

manders and general staff officers when “confidence in

ju dgment ” was ~xainined and when “most valuable to consult”

was determined. Top positions in both categories are

held by the CPCNT with the civilian protection services

following.

The same x-eiati-ve--pos-itioning-~is evidenced by

the responSes~ -in selecting the pers9nnel category best

qualified -to have ~overall -responsibility for child abuse

and neglect case management. Table 4 represents the

complete results. (See page 56 . )

Category Five: Grass Roots Ideas

- Survey. participant~~who. did not respond to an

item ~so.l-ici~ 1nq -:sugges i - s  foi~. ±mprdving- --i±he~ c-hi-ld-~abuse~~-~ - -

and neglect case management -program -totaled 38.4 percent.

Of those who did respond (61.6 percent) it is evident

most of their comments deal with complaints about local

conditions, personalities and relationships and are not

as much suggestions for program improvement as they are

for altered program implementation . This is evidenced

by the detailing of a number of items as suggestions that

are already an integral part of the ACAP as published in

1975. Suggestions were also made to begin certain specific

programs or practices locally that had been on-going at

I 

4 
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TABLE 4
I

RESPONDENTS’ SELECT IONS AS BEST QUALIFIED FOR
OVERALL CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
CASE MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY 

- 
-

SELECTIONS PERCENT OF TOTAL CHOI CES

CPCMT 25.6

Child Protection Agency 16.6

Social Work Services 13.0

Mental Health Services 10.4

ACAP Council 4 .9

Pediatricians 4 . 9

Health Nurse ‘ - —  4 .5  -

- 
~- Hospital Commander 4.0

Family Therapist 3.7

Army Community Services 2 .7

Civilian Courts 1.8

Law Enforcement 1.8 
-

U.S. Magistrate 1.8

Unit- Commander - 
- 1.3

Lawyers .9

Chaplains .4

Emergency Room Personnel .4

Hospital Administrators .4

Pediatric Clinic Nurses .4

School Nurses • 4 -
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least two years on the same installation at the time
-

~~~~~~ 

- 

- I
the suggestions were offered . -

One professional from social worker services 
- 

-

recommended the establishment of “a committee whose sole

function is to ,mo~ itor and check child abuse and neglect

cases starting from Ithe first] to last day.” Numerous

professionals suggested the Army begin “Parent Effective-

ness Training” and broaden community education programs.

The suggestion was made to follow cases from Army instal—

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ f amily~is-transferred; - -

another i-to -start;-ia:centra-l- :fi’ie ito keep ~track~o-f~cases- and -

collect accurate-’s’tati-st-ios on -the- problem. Several

L professionals made pleas for someone to evaluate and

T up—grade or increase as necessary various human services

ranging -from-routine- -medical -care to--recreation alter—

natives to -the establishment of - crisis shelters and foster

home s~ -~Better-~ and in.creasecl iprof esTs ional -:tr-ain±ng rwas~

called Tfor- as ~was better -and increased cbmmand involvement.

All the above ideas are explicitly incorporated into AR

600—48. - -

Pleas for shifting CPCMT emphasis from its puni-

tive outlook to a rehabilitative outlook and from its

rehabilitative outlook to a punitive outlook are recorded

from the same installation as are pleas to shift CPCMT

emphasis from the medical condition of the child victim

to the social conditions of the family and vice versa;

-k 

_ _ _ _ _



and pleas to shift ‘PCMT orientations from maintaining

the abusing family unit integrity to strictly child pro—1

tection and vice versa. . 

-

Many comments were made , but without corresponding

procedural suggestions, to upgrade interprofessional

communication , improve coordination , and develop follow—

up and feedback procedures. A common lament was the

exceptionally slow speed with which tasks are accomplished ;

even individual professionals who f eel the Army has a 
-

highly-effective and otherwise - praiseworthy program ex— -

presssd_concern~ ~~Just ~as m any - professionaLs registered

concern that f ar too many people are involved in any given

individual case as registered concern that far too few

professionals have input in individual cases.

Suggestions that concern the Army-wide application

of the ACAP relate to three major areas: program respon-

sibility , child ~~~ ~oval ,- and jurisdictional issues. Con-

trol over m ilitary ‘dependents was repeatedly called for

by professionals in eleven different personnel categories;

their collective plea may best be summarized in the word

of one seasoned law enforcement professional , “I’ll never

be satisfied until military jurisdiction is reestablished

over camp followers.”

An effective means for rapid , temporary removal,

especially in cases not requiring hospitalization, is

another request by professionals involved in the direct

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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and pleas to shif t  CPCMT orientations from maintaining

the abusing family unit integrity to strictly child pro—1

tection and vice versa. .

Many comments were made , but without corresponding

procedural suggestions, to upgrade interprofessional

communication, improve coordination , and develop follow—

up and feedback procedures. A common lament was the

exceptionally slow speed with which tasks are accomplished;

even individual professionals who feel the Army has a 
-

highly effective and otherwise - praiseworthy program ex— -

pressed concern~ ~~Just ~as m any - professionals registered

concern that far too many people are involved in any given

individual case as registered concern that f ar too few

professionals have input in individual cases.

Suggestions that concern the Army—wide application

of the ACAP relate to three major areas: program respon-

sibility, child removal, and jurisdictional issues. - Con-

trol over -military ‘dependents was repeatedly called for

by professionals in eleven different personnel categories;

their collective plea may best be summarized in the word

of one seasoned law enforcement professional, “I’ll never

be satisfied until military jurisdiction is reestablished

over camp followers.”

An effective means for rapid, temporary removal,

especially in cases not requiring hospitalization, is

another request by professionals involved in the direct

~~~~~~~--— ‘ - -
-
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delivery of services. In many respects th is  ‘perceived

problem. is closely related to the general jurisdictional ’

apprehension under which the professionals operate.

Only two ideas from all the comments collected

represent novel approaches to the way the military has

been and is currently handling the entire problem of

child abuse and neglect. The first idea is from a young,

american Red Cross case worker, and as he readily recog-

nizes , is far from practical.

Bar from reenlistment married personnel under
the age of 25, and give a $500.00 per year
bonus to every soldier that remain-s ~unmarried -

until age 25.

The case worker continues:

This may sound like a rather far out sugges-
tion however , the military places servicemen
and their families (young wives and tots)
under severe stress due to separation of
family members and living in areas not of
their choice, where mature, responsible friends
are often - -difficult to find. The loss of
man hours,. indebtedness of soldiers, and
anxiety on —the job- due- to -marital prOblems,
pending-- divorces-, etc. , -is easily. worth - -

$500.00 a year to the Army . Ask any First
Sergeant how many hardship discharge re-
quests and expeditious discharge requests
are submitted based on ‘family ’ problems.
Often they result because the wife cannot

- adjust to a mili tary environment and
persuades the servicexnean to get out of
the Army. The serviceman finds he cannot
‘fig ht’ the Army all day and his wife all
night, so he concedes. God only knows
what happens in the meantime--child abuse
is probably a big part of it. Any reduction
in the number of married couples (and depen-
dent children) would be a positive step in
improving ‘case management.’ 

- -  ~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~ - - 4 -~~-- - ~~~~~~~ - -~~~~~~~
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While totally out of the question for serious

consideration by Army policy makers , the suggestion is ~

inclu ded by the writer because it very pointedly demon-

strates in practical language that much of the Army approach

to the problem may be missing the mark perhaps because

the wrong ammunition is being used .

Notice the case worker, despite his employment in

the social sciences, never once mentioned any sort of

humanitarian concern as fills AR 600—48. He talks about

dollars and coinmon-:sense;~-e-ffic-ienty; lost -t-ime; -in- -a - -
~ 

—

word , economy. Noteworthy- - too, is “Ask any First Sergeant

,“ rather than company commander. The unit commander - -

is young , relatively inexperienced , and although they may

take a different form, is of ten faced with as many conflict-

ing priorities as the young enlisted man. The Red Cross

ca~ e worker also -hit upon - several child abuse and neglect

situation -contributors--partial -causes-—including family

separation; unwanted mobility; lack of:responsible’-friends; - 
-

financial problems; and fighting the Army. Miller (1976)

touches on most of the same factors in his “typical

examples.”

One of the community health nurses interviewed

briefly outlined a program borrowed from a civilian commu—

ni ty organiz ation near another Army in stallation , Fort

Sill , Oklahoma. The program consists of a volunteer force

of good “ nei ghbors ” which will provide the “responsible

-

~

---

~ 
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friendship” so of ten found lacking by Miller 
- 

( 1976),  the

Red Cross case worker cited ‘above , and many other profes—

sional practitioners. The volunteer program , actually

borrowed from the Child Abuse Council of Comanche County ,

Lawton, Oklahoma , has a simple set of ground rules: the

volunteers must all be succesful mothers; each must be

capable of becoming a loving friend; and must have re-

sources (time, transportation , desire, etc.) to develcp

a “relationship ”——defined as a “personal balance”——with

an abusing, ;rnot~ er Or — a mother -in~ a high ri sk category. .-~:- - .

The friend in effect,. ,,becomes -a 1-ink between -the client

and professional help. -The lay therapist focuses -on the

mother , not the child——although she reports any concerns
I

she has for the child’s welf are . Such a mother to mother

professional pairing in Comanche County is designed as a

long term , - three to -four year project. Only one case is

assigned ~t-o--a -‘vo l-un-teer~ - and the~ volunteers are free to~ ~~~
-
~‘

— call the cia-i work -coOrdinator for &dvice -at --any tin~e:

volunteer group meetings are conducted at least monthly

to discuss mutual problems, share solutions, and expose

new volunteers to the types of situations they may en-

counter. Emphasis is on the development of a personal

relationship--not the formal therapy the client may or

may not be engaged in)’3 -

The community health nurse is seeking to attempt

both primary prevention by identi fy ing high risk clients

~
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0
and secondary prevention by targeting known abusing

mothers. It is interesting -to note when she approached ~

a particularly well known group of volunteers already -

- 
organized and working on most Army installations , she

H was turned down primarily because association of the

group with child abuse would not be good for its image.

Another group was approached, refused, and later recon—

-~ sidered and accepted the challenge. 
-

Li -
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CHAPTER V ‘

INTERPRETATIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The object of the following comments is improved

child abuse and neg lect case management for the mili tary

community. It is virtually not possible to divorce case

management from the greater Army Child Advocacy Program.

While some of the following twenty—two subject areas

appear at first glance to only be tangentally related to

the sübject’a± ha-iid, all are germane - -ta -the issue.- -

The comments contained herein are strictly -those

of the writer based on personal experience , research , and

subjective evaluation of alternatives. An effort to keep

all, recommendation s practical has been made; some are

obviously more practical than others. Certain topic

hea~dings are followed by a mere statement of an ident i f ied

problem -‘without specific rècommendations; - -an~:effor-t -was -

made --to - keep - -these at~a iriinimum.~,,iThe sequence is not

related to importance nor to any scheme of priority; it

is merely alphabetical by subject area.

Army Child Advocacy Program (ACAP) Council

Establish an ACAP Council as currently provided

for in AR 600-48--one that is relatively high powered,

has inf luence with the command group , and will be concerned

with major policy decisions and trends. If the regulation

~

- - ‘

~

-

~
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suggestion to permit the existing Human Resources Council1

- 

- to assume the ACAP duties is followed, at least until the

ACAP gets off the ground , a subordinate working group

(meeting considerably more frequently than the standard

- - 
— quarterly HRC) -should be formed . This sort of sub-committee

should include company and battalion level commanders and

become involved doing precisely what AR 600-48 outlines

— as the functions of the installation ACAP council. It

will be -a type —of- steering com mittee to direct local

research efforts,~ analyze :the problexn,-- and make policy

recommendations to the- formal -ACA P council. An important

key is to involve the command——against command wishes, if

necessary.

The steering committee must be separate from the

CPCMT and not concerned with individual case management .

It should ,,- .however~,~ like Ithe CPGMT , ‘ become -an act-ion -- ‘ -
-

agency~, -working :toward coordinating installatiOn—wide- 
- -

activities and efforts (such as a publicity campaign) and

on—going, separate programs all the while striving for

improved military community conditions for children. Para-

graph 4c of AR 600—48 states: - -

Although military installations and sur-
rounding civilian communities usua lly
offer  a wide range of services for children,
families and children of ten are unable to -

obtain necessary support from these agen— -

cies and institutions.

It is the duty of the ACAP council to render that scathing 

~~_~~ __ ~~~~- _ 
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- 
- indictment of the mi l i ta ry  community superfluous.

Case Management Decision Responsibi l i ty

The concept of employing a single agency as

the sole coordinator of mil i tary  community child abuse

and neglect activities is not new; that was the orig ina l

purpose of the Will iam Beaumont General Hospital’ s In f a n t

and Child Protection Council and to a large degree ‘remains

a purpose of the CPCMT ’s as they are employed. By calling

for the designation of a single agency , the AR 600—48

designation of the Army Hospital commander- as CP-CMT -orga— -

nizer and supervisor -and his further duty to

designate a staff member, usually a social
worker or community health nurse , as a -point
of contact to receive and act upon all re— -

ports of child maltreatment referred to the

~hospital] [paragraph 8b(2)J,

are not being either usurped nor superseded——merely refined.

-

- 

- 

- Specific regulatory--guidance is - required to-Ansure _
~~ .

the staff member selected- ±y the hospital- commander - is - 
-

relieved of al-i non—child abuse and. neglect duties;

reports directly to the hospital commander; becomes the

CPCMT leader , the decision-maker in all CPCMT matters;

and is given authority commensurate with responsibilities.

If the position were established by regulation ,- it would

result in a vastly improved case management program;

fixing responsibility would become possible; better

records would be maintained . Accessibility for decision 
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making would be increased thereby increasing - the speed

with which actions could be -taken. Removal of the “sharbd

responsibility” concept decried by some professionals- would

result in more determined decisions and activity.

This special assistant to the hospital commander

would need to possess leadership ability and management

skills. Individual identification of CPCMT leaders is

- H discussed under Personnel Management, but a recommendation

that a social work officer be selected is in order. Xnow-

ledge , - skill, - and an~accep~tancs~by-other professionals are

mandatory. ~Training and experiencé - fairly account for 
- - 

-

the f irst two; the acceptance criteria, although more

d i f f icu l t  to ascertain , appears relatively satisfied .

The single discipline of social work was selected over

all other individual disciplines as the one most profes—

sidnals would choose to work for. if the occasion arose. --

Thesé -findings- support - Lehman-t ’s- - generai child- maltreatment

case management - recommendation-in -1973 that

although a multi-discipline group will be
required for operation of the program , I
feel that members of the Social Work Ser-
vice , Of f i ce  of the Surgeon General , are
the logical individuals within the mili-
tary staff to perform the funct ion of
“organizing” and “ administrating” Ip. 25].

Lehman goes on to cite his reasons which include coordina—

ting experience , a broad knowledge of hospital a f fa i r s,

and technical knowledge and proficiency . -

Administratively,  whichever profession is selected H

~~~~~~~~~ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - ± ~~
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as CPCMT leader , it will represent a “diagonal sh i f t”  in

hi s or her career pattern as Moore (1970)  terms it. There

exists great non-military as well as military medical -

precedent for such “supervision of peers ” by a former

:1 professional , administrator . (“Professional” here being

given its common definition.) Hospital commanders are

physicians as are hospital Chiefs of Professional Services.

The designation of a single agency to head the

CPCMT would serve the added function of relieveing pedia- —

triciañsHof--the administrative - burdens -they - now bear as

the traditional. - Cháirii~en -or Presiden ’ts of - CPG’IT’ s ~s -so- ---

many - of -them seem to be.- :Both their - common lament for - ‘

additional time to f u l f i l l  their primary function and the

Army ’s growing problem of a physician shortage would

be somewhat eased. This concept coincides completely

with - the opinions of Thomson, Paget, Bates, Mesch , and

Putnam c(19.71)- -when - they s-tat ~~~hysLc-ians-~s-hould nOt- have

to bear -ultimate - responsibility -for program operation -

Ip. 59]” because of scarce resources such as time.

Chaplains. Surprisingly, chaplains appear to be suffering

from a low credibility rating in the area of child abuse

and neglect case management. This is in spite of the fact

AR 600-48 specifically assigns the Chief of Chaplains

the responsibility to “ ... support the ACAP with resources

and technical assistance ... Iparagraph 6d3 .” Perhaps
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impetus is needed through technical (chaplain) channels

to cause local, installation- chaplains delivering servic~ s

to overcome their apparent inertia. Chaplains are profes—

sionals , and although they have other more common duties,

must be prepared to become involved in case management .

Child Care Centers. Child abuse and neglect case managers

make insufficient use of military community child care

centers. Thi s may be due in large measure to the finãn—

cial aspects involved; as one administrator remarked,

“My prices out—class a lot of the abusing and neglecting

clientele.” Although child care centers are usually non—

appropriated fund activities (receiving little or no

Congressionally appropriated funding), some manner of

overcoming the funding problems must be found . Not only

sho.uld they be available in crisis situations , the child

care centers could be routinely employed by case managers

to ease household and famil ial  tension and stress. Con-

sideration should be given to child care center use as

a medical prescription ; the government would have the

responsibility to f i l l  that prescription for eligible

personnel just as it now dispenses medication from its

hospital pharmacies. 
-

Child Protection Case Management Team (CPCMT) ‘

The CPCMT must be a group, separate and distinct

- from the installation ACAP council. The latter is con-
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cerned with policy decisions , the former with’ individual

case management. Policy recommendations would be made by’

the CPCMT to the ACAP council as needs were identified. 
-

CPCMT composition should consist of on-hands ,

practitioners--those professionals actually delivering

services in the case——not service delivery agency super-

visors. The membership of the CPCMT would then vary from

case to case; this variation would be evident not only in

the diff erent personalities involved, but in the different

combinations of disciplines that may be -involved -as -we1’1.- -~’ ~~~.

Some -factors which may. be -relevant -to. ~deciding membership - - —

in a given case include: how it was first -discovered; who

reported it; type of incident; prior family contact with

helping agencies; relative urgency of action required;

and the like. No personnel category would be routinely

excluded , ,but neither would any be routinely included. - -

The CPCMT would- -have -a full-time, permanent--’--~-

leader and decision m aker; the services -of -an assistant ~~~~~~~

or coordinator to aid in following up in decision making

would also be required . The CPCMT would be an advisory

body,  presenting evidence upon which the leader may base

his decision. The CPCMT ~ou1d also be in an employee

relationship wiL.h the leader-—carrying out the decisions.

A positive indication toward this end is the ’willingness

of professionals to permit the CPCMT to set the limits

of their professional involvement in case mana gement

situations.  • --
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The CPCMT must undergo an image change. It must

be the action agency it was designed to be. The percep7
1- - tion of a vague, unmanageable or unmanaged , buck—passing -

referral agency must be replaced by a goal oriented body,

highly visible in ,individual cases , with the ability to

pinpoint responsibility in cases of success and failure.

Command Influence. Evidence indicates all levels of

command are on the periphery . For the ACAP or any other

progra~~ to~ be.-a s- ,.ef-Lec~tivs.as ~-possible , - command must . -- -

become involved.’ -Afl oft—quoted, military axiom of -

General of~ the Army Omar TBradley —~fs  a~iplicable -here :-:~ --

“The troops do well that which the commander checks .” A

certain amount of education must ‘take place; interest

must be cultivated; commanders t time and other important

resburces must be acquired or earned . - Command involve—. - .

xnent ~is, mandatory ,. abut it~ nu,st :be:~constructive tinvoive -

rnent:,or it —cOul d- -:bE ~detrimenta-Lixto the- overal program- “~~~
— 

- - 
-

A commander ’s attitude like “Give me the names , and I~ ll

see it doesn ’t -happen again , ” may only serve to drive

indications of a problem further behind closed doors

and have the effect of precluding early identification

and assistance. 
-

Communication. An increase in both volume and quality

of communication is needed between professional members

in the mili tary community . Not only accurate and timely
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information concerning active cases must be passed between

specific professionals, but good literature and ideas on 1

the problem area in general must be circulated to all-

professionals. One method of expanding working ideas and

concepts is through a specialized newsletter or bulletin
-5- 

- •

to all CPCMT leaders for subsequent distribution to

professionals. It could originate with some central source

like the Health Services Command special consultant.

Special emphasis must be placed on the need for

accurate feedback——with additional emphasis on progress

(or the lack -of it) to the initial --reporting professional. -

The apparent lack of on—going communication may be at

the root of much evidenced distrust and frustration.

Vernon (1972) refers to “partial—group awareness” as a

condition existing in any group which contributes toward

th~ maintenance of that group’s social stratification

system. - It may well -always exist, ‘but so - should the -

challenge to minimize it and its effects.~ -4

- Army regulation 600-48 may not have been distri-

buted widely enough when it was published; it is not now

readily available at company and battalion levels on

military installations.

Education. The importance of community primary preven—

tion (i.e. education) must be recognized and sufficient

tribute accorded it. The military community should

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -5 —- - _ -5
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insist on beg inning “Parent Effectiveness Training ” (PET~
units in all junior and senior high schools in the coinmu-

nity . Some PET should be presented to young men shortly

after they enter active duty , and continued at duty posts.

PET briefings could become a part of normal “in—processing”

at Army installations and incorporated into such Army

Communi ty ~Service activities as the “Welcome Wagon.”

Mandatory training in making minor household repairs is -

already standard for personnel moving -into government—owned

housIng~::iPET coiild::be also~ 
: —Bi gh ‘I-i-sk -tar~ ets such - a s . -

new arrivals ;±n ~the~ community~should-cbe favor d-caudiences~::~~ - -

over established groups -such as officers ’ wives clubs.

Professional education should become a never—ending

process beginning with Of f i c e r  Basic (and appropriate

Advanced —Individual -~rraining) - courses -and continuing- 
- - -

throu~h-~-in-servioe .-trainin~ ~~h-i’le- a professionai -is - ori - -

the jOb. -~-‘The sé-lf-c-onfidence--ieveI -of professionais~mnu st~-

be raised,- and military training is:a logical starting

point. A standardized , two to four hour block of instruc-

tion should be devised by the Academy of Health Sciences

for presentation at other service schools. If not a what—

to—do—when—the—situation-arise s approach , at least an

awareness of the problem would be spread. Problem iden— -‘

tification could be included as well as a section on

ramifications of the problem for that particular audience

be it lawyers , military policemen , or combat arms personnel.
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Presentations would be made by officers of the same

branches as the audiences and allowances made for includ-

ing that particular branch’s role in the ACAP .

Innovative Demonstrations. The Army should pay particu-

larly close attention to the measured results of the two

U.S. DHEW projects on-going at Fort Sam Houston and Fort

Campbell. The military professionals involved at each

location should be required to present a separate evalu—

ation .of- the projects upon~their termination--a sort of

“Operational Report of Lessons Learned.” Consideration

should a-iso be given to stabilizing the tours of duty

of the key military professionals involved at both loca—

tions. Although this would amount to introducing an

inordinate amount of personality stability that could

not be guaranteed for every program , - the results may

well - prove —worthwhile insofar—as t’stem-to—stern —military -

evaluations -of -the innovative -demonstration projects are

concerned. 
-

Interdisciplinary Relationships. In the area of child

abuse and neglect in the military community, interdis-

ciplinary relationships are , at best, confused. There is

an observable tendency for professionals of one personnel

category to exhibit some frustration toward the members

of another personnel category; the same is true for jea—

lousy and distrust as well as confidence and admiration.

-5---- - —~~~~~ -.--—- -- 5-- -~ -’-- ---5’— -‘---5 —- - ‘-5
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While not overwhelming , the tendency of a disci— j
pline to protect its own disciplinary turf is also some-

what in evidence. This concept is generally expressed

by insiders placing bl ame elsewhere and by outsiders

presenting a case for the un iqueness of their potential

disciplinary contribution and thereby lobby for a par-

ticipating role in the decision making process.

Every discipline that is involved wan ts to remain

involved, and every discipline not involved wants to become

involved. An outright “ownership principle” such as that

decried by Lourie and Lourie (1971) is not visible. This

may be attributable to the fact that almost everyone

recognizes the issue as a complex one and is quite content

to share responsibility for its management as long as

no simple solutions are known to exist. However, because

broad sharing experience seems to have been less than

satisfactory in the past, each personnel category wants

to retain the option of selectinç, with which other

personnel categories he will cooper ate .

These negative, non-cooperative aspects would

be minimized if the sharing option was elimina ted by

some form of edict guaran teed to be client orien ted.

Minimiz ation would also result if the disciplines and

the professionals within disciplines changed from case

to case. No negative effect patterns would have the

opportunity to develop; the routine and semi-routine tasks
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as well as attitudes would be replaced by ingenuity and

interest--all to the benefit of improved case management

and upgraded services.

Addressing the subject of individual case coordi-

nation , the Office of Child Development states:

If a inultidisciplined approach is to be
achieved and coordination is to be success-
ful , certain relationships and roles must be
established or defined early in the develop-
ment of the program 11977, p. 13].

Implied is the concept that some outside or higher force

establish the ground rules before the game is played.

Ideally this could be accomplished in the situation at

hand by a Department of the Army regulation. But child

abuse and neglect case management is not a standard game ;

there is also need for game plans-—and as many sets of

game plans as there are g ames. Since no single document

could anticipate every eventuality , the next best alter-

native is to have a standard , relatively permanent, local

authority , like the CPCMT leader , establish the plan.

It is utter confusion to turn the players loose and give

them a f ree hand to wri te their own plan while playing.

Too much attention and effort is directed toward that

and not enough toward winning the game.

Inter-Installation Referrals. Whenever an active case is

transferred to another mil itary community,  the gaining

installation CPCMT leader shoul d receive the referral 

~~~~~ - — - - ‘ -‘- - - - -.- 
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from Heal th Services Co mm and . Following that, the gain-

ing installation should contact the losing installation ,

for case particulars not included in the referral notice.

Such a notification system will preclude friend calling

friend or stranger calling stranger and eliminate the

need for crossed fingers that something will be done by

the gaining ins ta l la t ion .  If no contact is made with

the losing installation or if Health Services Command

fails to receive updated Case Management Summaries the

higher headquarters in in a position to take action.

Consideration should also be given to making referrals

of cases closed prior to departure of the family from

a military community. The gaining military community

may desire to include the family in a high risk category

until it becomes firmly established in its new location.

- When an abusing family severs ties with the mili-

tary community and relocates “back home” or otherwise in

a civilian community, a referral should routinely be made

to the gaining local child protection service agency.

Just as certain alcohol and drug related case referrals

are made to Veterans Administration Centers , so should

child abuse and neglect referrals be made. The Army

- recognizes itself as a contributor to the problem, and

its responsibili ty as a contributor to the solution is

a not completed until it has done all that is possible in

acting as an advocate for the mili tary dependent child.

--5.-

~ 
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Investigative Agency . The proper agency to initially
- 

- investigate reports of child abuse and neglect should be

determined by the CPCNT leader. That decision would take

into account all information known about the incident or

report , the availability of various investigative agencies

to respond , and the exigency of the situation . Conscious

effort should be made by the agency selected to secure

complete and accurate data. Because the agency selected

was determined best for the jo b at a particular point in

time does n’ot preclude other agencies needing investiga-

tive data at a later point. Conscious effort should also

be made to preclude a series of investigators , each repre-

senting a different agency , decending on the target family

simultaneously or in rapid succession . Such is now often

the case. While each agency gets sufficient data to com-

plete its own report , the family is of ten bewildered

and more in a turmoil after intervention than before. In

short , initial investigations must be well coordinated

and well matched to the situation .

Because a variety of situations will call for a

variety of initial investigators , sharing data becomes

extremely important. Bla tant professional jealousy as

now exists between military law enfor cement personnel

and civilian community child protection service agencies

must be overcome. The work will be shared ; the data

must be shared. 

-—
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- Legal- and Jurisdictional Issues. Although the

writer avowed at the outset not to undertake an examination

of any legal or jurisdictional  issues , so many profes-

sionals are concerned about those issues, a comment is

warranted . There is no realistic possibility for the

development of a Federal ‘Family or Juvenile Code with

which military authorities could exert any manner of legal

jurisdIction over dependents.15 The best hope for any

standard rule applicable to the military community would

be to lobby for the enactment into law of some legislation

that ~ buld’ require ’ each military’ installation to incorpà-

r~ te ’
~the family and juvenile code p~ ovisions (at least

~hose portions
z pertaining to ’ chiid abuse and neglect) of

the’ state in’which’it” is’ located . Such legislation could

be loàked upon ás á logical expansion of the federal -

Assimilative Crimes Statute. - Such factors as specific 
-

law varying from ’ state to~state ’and U.S. Attorneys being

f.thwilling to prose~üte and
’ U.S. District Courts being Un-

~illi~~~ to hea~
’ cases ’wil1’bè’the rule as it is now for

many crimés Just as the military policeman may “legally ”

1~~e~~en~ j 
.a: pjI’

~~ saii1 tu~~~ on 
- 

so ~you1d the

~roféssiona1s be able t .“lega11y ”~~intervene ’ in their area

bf ’ résponsibllity. - Such’ legi~ lation might also remove

~ome~of’the phi1osophical differenc~es between the military

ptofessiOnal’ and the community ’ child protection service

agency . Operational problems would no doubt, continue to

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~- - -~~~~~-,— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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exist , and new ones would be created ; but simultaneously,

a commonly perceived burden - or obstacle would be eliminated ,

enabling those professionals involved to operate “within

the law .” Service delivery would increase , if not improve

and increase.

Short of . federal legislation, pressure for military—

civilian working agreements on the Fort Hood model is a

viable alternative. While some military disciplinary

toes may be stepped on and pride damaged (primarily law

enforcement ) the result would be superior to constantly

being at loggerheads . The agreement, however , should be

uniform throughout the state. The agreement should be

negotiated at state level and should encompass all Army

(if not all military) installations within that state.

Precedents could be cited which currently are in operation

without any formal agreements: state documents are issued

relating to actions taking place entirely on military 
-

installations in the case of births, deaths , marriages ,

divorces , motor vehicle registrations, as well as in adop—

tion proceedings. Additionally, state welfare agencies

administer the Federal Food Stamp P3zogram to recipients

living on installations. Data concerning state income taxes

is also reported to states by the military. Military

authorities are now complying with certain state require—

ments relating to venereal disease , rabies , and other

communicable diseases as well as child abuse and neglect - 
- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - --- --5 -- 
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case reporting. An expansion of these into a formal,

workable agreement should not be an insurmountable problem.

- Personnel Management. Department of the Army

consideration should be given to awarding qualified,

trained , and experienced professionals a military occupa-

tional specialty code designator ju st as is presently done

- 
- for military policemen who are qualif ied t r a f f ic  accident

investigators or for anyone who is instructor qualified.

With such a designator , personnel assets could be con-

trolled to maintain an even distribution throughout the

Army. Specific qualifying factors could be determined

by Health Services Command ; ideally an individual would

volunteer for the duty.

‘I 
- A policy should be developed that would permit

the local CPCMT to eithe r void or delay reassignment orders

intended for the military member of a case under active

management. This stabilization effort should be considered

the equivalent of a medical prescription designed to

reduce family turmoil u,til a determination has been made

it has the necessary coping skills. Likewise, the CPCMT

should provide justification for reassignment to a specific

area if that is deemed wise.

Program Attention . In spite of the fact Army

efforts in the child abuse and neglect area during the

past two years have been greater than at any other time

since realization of the problem , much more attention to

_ _

-5
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the subject is warranted. The subject should appear on

the agenda for commanders ’ àonferences at both the Major

Command level and the Major Subordinate Command level.

Additional emphasis could be provided by making the imple-

- 
-

- mentatjon of AR 600-48 a subject of special interest by

the Department of the Army Inspector General. When Army

installations receive their Annual General Inspection from

their parent Major Command headquarters , the ACAP Council

and CPCMT working should be examined . Additionally ,

inquiry should be made of non-professionals on each instal—

lation concerning the Army Child Advocacy Program as a

whole.

The Army Health Services Command should establish

a position of special consultant to concentrate solely on

the ACAP and provide a technical medical channel impetus

to parallel that of command and the Inspector General.

Publicity. There is a definite identified need

for intensified efforts in the area of publicity. Not

only is the general military community insuff iciently

aware of child abuse and neglect and what may be done

about it , the professional community is not aware of all

the current efforts——some of which are long standing.

There are many areas within the greater ACAP that warrant

publicity in addition to the existence of the ACAP itself.

On-going local programs especially in the primary preven—

tion vein , child abuse and neglect warning sign s , sources

~_
_

:_
~~~
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of help, where and how to report incidents could each be

the subject of separate , but coordinated campaigns. Infor-

mation must be accurate. Maximum tie-in with any state or

regional publicity campaigns should be sought.

The major target of any publicity campaign should

be the potential client. The abusing or neglecting parent

(who may be made aware of his actions and their consequences)

and , be-cause of that newly created awareness, volunteers

for assistance, should be cultivated. While the anonymous

reporting neighbor cannot be totally ignored, the former

category must remain the primary focus. Since pressures

on the job seem to figure heavily in the mili tary analysis

of the problem , the media attack should reach all the way

down to the dining f acility kitchens and the company

supply rooms. As one nurse suggested , “Hang a sign in the

motor pool that tells a guy not to go home and take it

out on his kids.” Provide the suggestion for an alter-

native while he is still at work.

Removal and Placement. The process of child remov-

al or the absolute lack of a process arouses more profes—

sional comments laden with frustration than any other

single issue relating to .child abuse and neglect in the

military community . While there are no doubt cases in

which immediate removal would have been the logical

alternative and perhaps even have saved lives , the issue

of removal looms larger than its cumulative non-use in any

~~
- I -

_ _  A
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- 
- given set of cases. The power of removal is an extremely

divisive subject between the military and civilian profes-

sional members in the military community. Following the

reasoning of Moore (197 0) the authority to employ removal

knowledge and techniques may well be looked upon as the

single most inf luent ia l  factor in military community pro-

fessionals according such a generally high effectiveness

and prestige level to civilian child protection service

agency case workers.

The removal and placement of children , more than

any other area, appears to be inextricably bound to the

area of law ; although this is a perception rather than

an empirical certainty. The military principle of “hands—

of f”  child removal may be akin to the military policeman ’s

thoroughly ingrained principle of posse comitatus, despite

— the ,fact there is no record of any prosecution for viola—

tions since the law was established (Murphy , 1975). Not-

withstanding legal constraints , emergency removal of a

child from an on—post residence should he authorized by

competent military professionals--even if the only place-

ment is in the Army medical treatment facility. The real

question appears to be just how much of a child ’s advocate

does the Army want to become. A complete set of placement

services must become available to military community profes—

sionals-—crisis nursery; medical facility ; day care center;

as well as both short term and relatively long term foster
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home service. Removal and placement must be looked upon

more like medication than a social judgment. The object

of this emergency f i rs t  aid is the health and welfare of

the child.

-Reporting Child Abuse and Neglect. Within each

military community there should be a single point of

Contact for reporting all incidents and suspected inci-

dents of child abuse and neglect. A widely publicized ,

easily recognizable and recalled number should be avail-

able much like the Fort Hood model , 5-KIDS. The logical

choice for the recipient of the reports is the CPCMT

leader.

The decision whether or not to report confirmed
-b - - - - - ‘  - - - - - - - - - -

cases of child abuse and neglect to civilian authorities

should not be left to the discretion of the CPCMT as it

now is. The regulation should require such action since

the civilian authorities are also a part of the greater

military community.

Concurring with Granger (1976) the writer believes

the subject of good faith reporters being immune from

civil and criminal liability should be incorporated into

Army policy if not federal legislation.

- Research.

The military community offers the reseacher
far better limits of otherwise uncontrolled
variables than that found in most civilian
settings. We have a known number of cases
coming from a known population and being seen

A
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in primarily one health care system by
a single staff.

[Miller , in a 1972 newspaper article, quoted in Lehman ,

1973 , p. 133.

The research territory is fertile. The Privacy

Act is no bar. The need certainly exists.

Army Regulation 621-1, Education : Training of

Military Personnel at Civilian Institutions , 6 May 1974 ,

requires nothing more than submission of a single copy of

a completed thesis or dissertation to the Department of

~he Army. No guidance is provided relative to the topic

researched. The Department of the Army does indicate

- the discipline in which the military, student will study ,

- ‘ and a generally,. vali& assumption is made the thesis or

~1issertation will be related . But there is no guarantee

npr requirement the Army financed research project have

any relevancy,,whatsoever to Army needs. A change is in

order. Candidates for advanced degrees, at least those

attending under . fu l ly  fun ded programs , should be required

to secure Department pf, the,Army approval for their re-

search topic Individuals could be directed to conduct

research in a~particul ar area of need or perhaps given a

choice of , several relevant topics. The subject area of

child abu se and n~glect. is merely one area that could be

affected by the results of directed research

~~SôhOo1s. The CPCN T ],eader should give every consi-

- 
~_— —- —— --- -— —~~ — —  — -, - -
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deration to employing school personnel when school

age children are involved in’ a case . The school teacher

is with the child approximately 35 hours per week;

properly mana ged that could be an invaluable asset. The

desire to assist is qui te in evidence, but before the

potential asset may be converted to a real asset, the

role of the shools in the ACAP must be understood by both

the school system and the ACAP council. From that point

CPCMT procedural matters could be developed . Communication--

notably feedback--may be especially helpful  in cultivating

and maintaing the school system employees as useful pro-

gram participants . 
-

The schools in the military commun ity must be

looked upon as a primary preventive measure . In order

to get appropriate materials introduced into the class—

rooms , the ACAP council should utilize the occupant of a

long-established and relatively dormant position , that

of Schools Liaison Officer. Be he a civil servant, lieu-

tenant colonel , or command sergeant major, urge the

Schools Liaison Officer to participate in a positive

action in lieu of just monitoring local school board

meetings to make sure the.military is not being discri-

minated against in any way.

Unit Commanders. The very real (lack of)  confi-

dence problem experienced by unit commanders in the area

of child abuse and neglect must be overcome. During the

- --5 -5—
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Vietnam era , it was not uncommon to see second lieutenants

as company commanders; now , that is a rarity. The experi-

ence and maturity factors are slowly improving , But also

gaining is another standared aspect of a peace—time service——

increased attention devoted to one ’s own job protection

and career enhancement and advancement. Officers in general,

and in command positions in particular , often appear to

be too self-centered and self-serving in their attitudes

and actions. These are traits quickly noticed by child

abuse and neglect professionals with the consequence that

the unit commander is effectively eliminated f r om any

CPCMT contact.

Judging from interviews with professionals as well
I

as their survey responses , the effect  of deny ing specia—

lized knowledge to this category at once provides an

observable degree of social stratification as Vernon

( 1972) suggests , and is lamented. The professionals would

genuinely like to include the unit commander in case man-

agement; his key position to observe and influence inipor-

tant variables is realized. But the professionals ’

apprehension that educational efforts will f a l l  on

intentionally deaf ears and the general situation will be

aggravated, at the present time, are controlling.

The hard work of uni t commanders must be redirected

through simultaneous pressure applied from below (publi-

c i t y ) ,  from above (command) , and laterally (communication

—-5-- --—-5- -- - — ‘ -  — ‘—- ----— —-5- - - -
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and education). The key to change is education , but

Ii this represents a classic situation where a little know—

ledge is a dangerous thing. Constructive involvemen.t

is a possibility and certainly preferable to remaining

in the dark , but even that is preferable to detrimental

interference.

Workshop Participation. Professional participants

in regional and national conferences, institutes, meetings,

and workshops should continue; however, the traditional

fare of military tactics should be changed. When involved

in a seminar or discussion concerning the military cominu—

nity, it is recom m ended the military representatives go

in with a concrete proposal concerning a particular common

r aspect of the child abuse and neglect subject area. The

“Big Picture” the Army is so famous for would be abandoned.

The result of stressing common ground rather than the unique

aspects of the military community may serve to permit con-

structive discussion and inhibi t inappropriate and useless

rhetoric.

Af ter action reports from all such gatherings should

be prepared by the participants and forwarded to Health

Services Command who in turn could make distribution of appro—

priate ideas to the field.

Final Impressions. Teamwork is a concept lending

itself to as many varities of definition among academi-

clans and practitioners as does phrase child abuse and

neglect.
16 

But most agree the everyday , common sense,
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service delivery effect of teamwork is improved case

management. Interdisciplinary problems are obstacles

to improved case management; and some of the interdisci-

plinary problems that currently plague the military commu-

nity in its approach to child abuse and neglect case

management have been isolated and examined in this study.

But while most of the study has dealt with numerous

negative aspects of military community performance , that

does not represent the complete picture. Concern is evi-

dent everywhere, the writer sent a letter, placed a phone

call , or knocked on a door. Each professional interviewed

and/or surveyed evidenced a genuine desire to work toward

a solution to the problem. It is the methods each would

employ and the manner in which they would be employed that

needs the focus of responsible authorities at Department of

the Army level.
- 

A major credibility problem exists if the recorded

perceptions of the professionals surveyed are not true,

but no evidence exists to support that concept. But

because they are true , the Army Child Advocacy Program--

and especially the Child Protection and Case Management

Team Concept——needs a forceful boost.

One may argue that such a confusing array of

responses to a set of rather direct questions does not

represent a problem of major significance because the

ACAP has only been in effect a little over one year. H
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But consider the fact the CPCNT portion of the ACAP did

little else but formally institutionalize a procedure

that had been on-going at many Army installations for

several years. Why then the confusing array?

- 

- The ACAP——not necessarily as conceived and pub-

lished, but as operationalized (Note that many of the
- suggested corrective measures contained herein were pre—

viously addressed by AR 600—48) is not seen as a concerted

program at all, but rather as a group of service agencies,

each attempting to “do its own thing.” Even the percep-

tion of a loose binding by the thread of a common clien-

tele is missing. As one Army lawyer stated, “The operation

of the ACAP is more of a reaction to indivi dual.or collec-

tively identified incidents and situations than it is

any sort of positive action program.”

Uniformity of the ACAP administration remains a

goal (as does CPCMT functioning); it is not yet reality--

and will not become reality without strong, well-directed

pushes , pushes at least as strong as the forces behind

the ini tial publication of AR 600—48. A major mobilization--

in principle , like that the Army mustered to combat alco-

hol and other drug abuse, but far cheaper and not as exten—

sive—-is both warranted and requisite.

“Child abuse laws provide only the legal and

institutional framework for action. A law lives in the

way it is used IBesharov , 1975, p. 4).” The same is

true for an Army Regulation. 

~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~—~~— -
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- - FOOTNOTES

1. Fort Hood statistical interpretations were provided

in personal communication with Ms. W. Phillips, March 3,

1977. Ms. Phillips, a civilian professional , is a project
- 

. coordinator for the Child Abuse and Neglect Demonstration

Organization (CAN—DO), a federally funded project through

the Central Texas Council of Governments, headquartered

in Belton, Texas. CAN-DO has been studying the problems

in a seven—county area including the Fort Hood military

community for a number of years. Fort Riley statistical

information represents the collective opinion of several,

knowledgeable military professionals. In neither location

were recent, official, comparative, intra—state statistics

available to the author.

• 2. Lieutenant Colonel George C. Welton, ACSW, Ph.D., was

Chief of William Beaumont General Hospital Social Work -

Service when the Infant and Child Protection Council was

created.

3. As finally cOnstituted , the Infant and Child Protec-

tion Council included the Chiefs of Pediatrics, Psychiatry,

and Social Work; Army Health Nurses; a Clinical psychologist;

the Army Community Service Officer; and the Regional

Director of Child Welfare from the adjoining civilian

jurisdiction. -

4. Such a conclusion is based on Miller ’s clinical
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statistics for a one year sample, 1971, at William Beau—

mont General Hospital. A rate of 24.2 cases per 10,000

military families was established with only 10.5 percent

of the total cases “severe.”
- 

Projected on a nation-wide scale, it would 
. -

-- 
indicate 13,500 families are physically
battering and abusing their children . The
American Humane Association estimates that
there are some 10,000 cases per year of
severe abuse throughout the country ILebman,
1973, p. 15]

Zalba, 1966, estimated up to one quarter million juveniles

require protective services annually; De Francis in addres—

sing a National Symposium on Child Abuse held in October,

1971, doubled Zalba ’s estimate; Gil (1973) has gone higher

yet. Projecting Miller ’s case rate onto the entire Army

community, approximately 1,200 child abusing and neglect-

ing families are on Active Duty each year (Lehman, 1973).

5. Quoted in Lehman, 1973, p. 16.

6. Further evidence of the literary and milithry research void

was indirectly provided by the Defense Documentation

- Center ’s (DDC) negative response to the author’s inquiry

- in January, 1977. The DDC is a little known activity of

the Defense Supply Agency of the U.S. Department of

Defense. The activity is responsible for making avail-

able from a single, central depository the thousands of

research and development reports produced each year by

U.S. military organizations and their contractors. The

DDC also operates computer-based data banks of management 
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F and technical information concerning current ton-going)

research and development projects. To draw a negative

reply from such a comprehensive source is si gnificant.

7. See Miller in Heifer and Keinpe (1976), pp. 275—282,

and his borrowed conclusion, pp. 290-291. See also IdcKain

(1973), especially pp. 6—7.

- - 8. Statistics obtained from the Army Health Services

Command indicate a pattern of child abuse and neglect

as follows:

CATEGORY PERCENT OF CATEGORY TOTAL

Age of child under 1 year 31.5

Age of child under 2 years 44.5

Age of child under 3 years 58.0

Age of mother under 21 42.5

Age of mother under 24 54.6

Age of father under 23 46.0

Age of father under 26 70.3

Length of Marriage under 1 year 19.4

Length of Marriage under 2 years 53.4

Length of Marriage under 3 years 65.0

Rank of Sponsor private first class -

or under 29.2

Rank of Sponsor Specialist Fourth
Class or under 49.9

Rank of Sponsor Sergeant or under 75.8
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Length of Residence in Military
Community under six months 2 3 0

Length of Residence in Military -
-

Community under nine months 35.0

Length of Residence in Military
Community under one year 40.0

Length of Residence in Military
Community under two years 82.0

9. Several Fort Hood professionals referred to this

agreement , each insisting it has been reduced to writing;

however, no one claimed to have actually seen the document

nor could anyone produce a copy for the author ’s examina—

t ion.

10. The Commander of Fort Hood initially approved the

concept of the Behavioral Service Section on February 18,

1977. Planning and staf f ing is presently on-going; the

• section is scheduled to being operations during Spring,

1977. -

11. This fact and certain child abuse and neglect case

management problems created by it were raised by several

professionals within each military community surveyed .

12. “Personnel Category” is a term created by the writer

to offer a measure of intra-disciplinary discrimination

for p lace , activity, or a~ency of employment while

simultaneously avoiding conflict with existing military

terminology .

13. See “Child Abuse Training Series,” VTM Unit I:

Ther~py (Parent Aide), a 25 minute videotape of a volun-
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teers ’ meeting , for a complete outline of the program and

a brief evaluation of its effectiveness.

14. For an interesting discussion of “partial—group

awareness ” and other topics relating to the sociology

of ignorance , see Vernon (1972), pp. 179-188. 
- -

15~. An opposing opinion has been expressed by Miller,

December 2, 1974 , in a letter to Allen , a portion of

which she published in 1975.

“In my judgment the solution is relatively
simple. If the Uniformed Services represent
a 51st state let the “state leg is lature ”
(Congress ) enact a 51s t state law wi th policy,
staff , and funding commensurate with the - -

other 50 states. The other alternative is to
turn the matter over to the 50 states and pay
them to do the job on military bases. I think
this latter course would not be desirable be-
cause the states and affec ted famil ies need
military assistance with these programs. The
military communi ty also needs to unders tand
its system will never be done if such prob-
lems become solely the responsibi l i ty of the
civilian community.” (. 20)

16. See National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (1976),

Volume 3, page 2, for a definitional discussion of the

teamwork concept. -
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AR 600-~1S
- 

Ak~IY REGUI.ATI0N HEADQUARTERS
DEI ’ARTMENT OF ‘VIlE ARMY

No. 600-48 . WASHINGTON, DC, 26 Nurci ~sb er 1975

- PERSONNEL—GENERAL

ARMY CHILD ADVOCACY PROGRAM (A~~AP)
Eff ective 1 February 1976

‘f ’/zj s regu lation provides policy and guidance to installation co,nma,,dcrs on (he coor dina tion of
hunwn ser cices directed toward pr o in oting the well.being of children of Arni ~ f a milies and , spe cili -
cal ly, toward preventing, controlling, and treating child neqiect and abuse. Local li,niled
supp le,nentution of this regulation is per m itted , but is not required. If  su ppl ements are issu ed,
Army Staf f  agencies and major Aruny commands will f urnish one copy of each to JJQD A (DAI ’E—
HIlL)  WASH DC 20310; other commands will f urn ish oiie copy of each to the next high er ; ieadquuar-

— (ers . -

- I5ar.igra1~h
StcTJoN I. GENERAL 

-
Pu rpose 1

- - Objectives 2
Applicabil ity 3
Concepts 4
Exp lanation of terms 5
Responsibilities 6
Eligibility for services 7

II . THE INSTALLATION ACAP -

R esponsibilities S
Functional elements , 9
Child advocacy lhuman resources council 10
Child protectio n and case manag ement team (CPCMT) II

III . IDENTI FICAT ION , TREATMENT AND DISPOSITION -

General 12
Ident ification 13
Medical examinations 24
Reporting results of medical examinations 15
Evaluation of maltreatment 16

- Treatment of families 17
Medical records 18

- - - Disposition of cases 19 
-

- Law enforcement in vestigations 20

Section 1. General -

I. Purpose. This regulation prescribes policy b. Identify, use, and strengthen existir.g corn- —

and procedures for establishing and implement- munity resources to enhance the general welfare
lug the Army Child Advocacy Program (ACAP). of children.

2. Objectives. The objectives of the ACAP are 
~ Prevent and control child maltreatment by

to-~ educating anti training all personnel and part icu—
a. Develop a community based program to larly those pe~rsonnel who provide health and wel—

monitor and coordinate all ~~~~~~~~ and set-vices fare services to military families in the command ,
that impact on children’s growth and develop- in the recognition of the causes and consequences
ment. of child maltreatmen t .

- •  ~~~~~ ~~ -~~~~~~~~~—~~~ • - ~~~~- - - — — ~~~~~~~~ --— - ~~~~~~~~~~~ —- -~~~ — - --- —-- -~~~~~~ 
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d. Identify, repurt , and manage cases of child e. The ACAT’ is a command pr gram. Most. m u -
maltreatment among Army families by— itary installations antI communities already have

(1) Insuring the protection , treatment , and - many health and welfare resources which enable
proper management of maltreated children, commanders to carry . out this  program. The

(2) Assisting parents to recognize causes of 
ACAP provides an administrative mechanism for
the installation commander to—

- - 
child maltreatment and to become effective
parents. (I) Insure that s1.aff personnel are aware of

(3) Insuring that command an(l staff person- the special needs of children and of the commu-

nel are aware of their responsibilities for prevent- nity services required to supplement families’ ef-
forts in fulfilling those needs.ing maltreatment and for identifying, reporting,

protecting, managing, and treating these chil- (2) Insur~e interagency , staff , and command
dren. 

- 

cooperation in addressing child ad vocacy.

- 

- 
- (3) Use community resow ces efficiently for

3. Applicability.- Th is regulation applies to all the prevention of child maltreatment.
personnel enti tled to care in Army medical .1. The causes of child abuse and neglect are
treatment facilities (MTF). It does not app ly to complex. Some abuse and neglect can be attr ib-
members of the Army National Guard or US uted to parents who have psychiatric problems ,
Army Reserve who are not on active duty . - relate ineffectively to other people , lack knowl-

edge of how to be competent parents, or do not
4. Concepts. a. The quality of the soldier ’s know of alternate ways to control their children.
family life affects his performance which , in turn , In some cases, severe family financial or other
affects the morale, discip line anti health of the situational stress appears to play a key role. It.
command; therefore , the growth , social develop- must be recognized , therefore , that child mal-
ment , health , and safety of child ren of Army treatment is not necessarily the result of’ willful
families are matters of concern to c&mmander s at criminal intent.. Educational programs and maxi- -

all levels. - mal use of community resources as preventive - -

measures should receive a hig h priority . In
b. Family members endure the social and emo- specific cases of abuse and neglect , medical per-

tional stresses caused by the servicemember’s sonnel , those who provide social and legal serv-
fulfillment of the role of a soldier. Therefore , ices , and law enforcement personnel must be pre-
Army families, who must move frequently and be pared , as appropriate , to assist the famil y, to
subject to unantici pated temporary absences of intercede on behalf of children , and to take meas-
the servicemember , may require the services of ures to prevent imminent or ongoing child mal-
community agencies (chap. 2 , AR 608—1). The in- treatment.
stallation commander can assist families and pre-
vent child maltreatment through an effective
ACAP. 5. Explanation of terms. The terms below are

explained as they apply to this regulation.
c. Although military installations and sur- -

rounding civil ian communities usually offe r a a. Army Child Advocacy Program C’ACA P).
wide range of services for children , families and An organized effort on the part. of the Army to

children often are mj~ible to obtain necessary promote the growth , development , and general

support from these agencies and institutions. The welfare of children of Army families by coordinat-

purpose of the ACAP is to function on behalf of ing human services provided children and by in-
children in relation to those services and inst itu- terceding on their behalf when necessary.

tions that have an impact on their lives. b. Co-n mnun ily .  Unless otherwise identified ,
d. Incidents of child abuse and neglect involv- the military community and those civilian Inst itu-

ing Army personnel and their (lepentlents reflect tions necessary for the support of the military

a widespread societal problem. h umanitarian community.

concern requires that all personnel assist in iden- c. Child abuse and neg lect. The physical or
tify ing and report ing endangered children and mental injury, sexual abuse , or maltreatment of a
that  responsible authorities intercede ott behalf of child tinder tile age of eighteen by a person who is
these children , responsible for the child’s ~velfare under c irc um—

-
~ 2
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stances which indicate that the chi ld ’s health or c. The Surgeon General will support the  ACAP
welfare is harmed or threatened (Public Law 93— with resources and technical assistancc in con-
247). - junction with his other activities relating to the

d. Malt) ’eatnLeut. Abuse an d/or neglect. provision of health services to servicernembers
and their families. In addition , he will-

.. Snspcc(ed child mal t r eat mmiei i f .  A situation (1) Establish a system for-collecting data on
in wh ich the possibili ty of ch ild maltreat m ent is cases of child maltreatment.
sufficie nt to warrant investi ga tion by the child
protection and case management team (CPCMT) (2) Supervise the medical and psychosocial
but in which the evidence gained does not conelu- aspects of iden tif ying , preventing, and treating

child maltreatment..sively support the belief tha t maltrea tmen t oc-
curred . d. The Chief of Chaplai ns will support tile

f .  Estcthlis lmed child ma ltr ea t; mten t. A situation ACAP with resources and technical assistance in

in which the CPCMT, af ter its evaluation , deter- conjunction with his other activities relating to
mines that mtdtre atment did occur. the mora le and morals of servicemember s and

their families.
6. Responsibilities. - e. The Chief of I nformation will coord ina te in-

form ation support concerning the Army’s ACAP.a. Deputy Chief of Staff for P ersonnel
(DCSPER) has general staff responsibility for ,f. The Judge Advoca te General will provide
the ACAP. legal advice in matters pertaining to the ~CAP as

b. Th e Adju tan t General wi l l support the required.
ACAP with resources and technical assistance in
conjunction with his other activities relating to 7. Eli gibility for services. Eligibility for ACAP
the provision of welfare services to serv- services will be determined in accordance with
icemembers and their families , the provisions of AR 40—3. -

p

Section II. THE INSTALLATION ACAP
8. Responsibilities , a. The insta llation corn- c. The officer assigned responsibility for staff
mander will— - supervision of the installation ACAP (ACAP offi-

(I) Establish an ACAP when 2,000 or more cer) will—
dependents of assigned military personnel are re- (1) Direct plan ning amid coordinating serv-
siding on or off the installation. Consistent with ices rendered to children of eligible serv-
the child welfare needs of the installatio n , an icemembers.
ACAP may be established on smaller instaila- (2) Maintain liaison with the MTF corn-
tions. mander to insure the support of the military I I(2) Designate an officer to monitor and pro- commun i ty in implementing the ACAP.
vide staff supervision of the installation ACAP. - (3) In conjunction with the MTF commander

and the provost m arshal/secu rity officer , insureb. The Medical Treatment Faci lity (MTF) th at all reported- incidents of child maltreatmentcommander will— receive immediate action.
(1) Organize and supervise , .subject to the

direction of the instal lation cominantl er , a child d. The staff jud ge advoca te will provide legal
protection and case manage m ent team (CPCMT) advice to the commander and to ACAL’ personnel.
to assist in evaluation , diag nosis , trea tmen t , and Such advice ~vi hh incl ude—
recomrnen (Iing disposition of children who are (1) Representation on the CPCMT to insure
abu sed or neglected. that tile team’s activities and staff procedures

(2) Designate a staff member, usuall y a so- coiifoi’ni to the law.
ciai worker or community health nur se , as a point (2) Guidance on itfl ~ requirement-s that mcdi—
of cOnt act to receive and act tI))O1l all IPp flrt S of cal om’ other personnel have to report . in cident s of
child maltreatment i’t’fcri’ed to ti le MTF’. maltreatment to government/civil authorities.

-

- ~~~~~ — --~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~- - -~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -~~~ -— ~ .- ~~~~~~~~~~ 
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(3) Guidance on the SCO~ C of au t iwr ity  th at 
- 

guidance and assistance to installation staff pee’-
state officials may exercise over mili tary Person- sonnel and agencies. The council will—
nd and dependents who ai’e res iding both on and (1) Assess the special needs of children of
off the federal installation. Specificall y, the &JA military personnel residing on time installation
should advise the commander ;qul ACM’ person- and in the surrounding community.
nd on the legal requirements of any constraint s (2) Identify d eficiencies in services provided
Ofl— for the physical , educational , mora l , and social

~a) Compulsory medical examination and d evelopment of children.treatment.
Q,) Removal of child from the ho m e. (3) Establish and publicize reporting proce-
cc) Placement of child in a foster home or (lures for all incidents of child maltreatment and

institution, assist. personnel in reporting these incidents.

~d) Hospitalization. (4) Establish , as appropriate , parent effec-

e. The installation chaplain will provide pro- ti veness t raining and/or fa m ily life ed u cation as

fessionai assistance and will insure that the mem- importan t elemen ts of the program for preven t-
bers of the staff of Family Life programs recog- ing the maltreatment of children. (See DA Pam

165—7—1 .)nize, assist , an(l refer for addi tional hel p families
in serious stress. (5) When feasible , develop and assist in im-

- plementing standard health evaluation of children
under 5 years of age.

9. Functional elements. The installation ACAP (6) Insure, in conjunction with the MTF,will consist of two functional elements. (See fi g. that programs effect ively provide appropriate as-
sistance , treatment , and followup service to

a . Planning and coordination of existing child families identif ied as maltreating their children.
and family social services and development of the (7) Establish and monitor , where feasible , a
educational elements of the ACAP wil l be accom- foster home program in conjunction with existing
pu shed by a child advocacy/human resources local foster care programs.
council composed of staff person nel designated by (8) Establish and monitor a po stwide educa-the installation commander. tional effort to—

• b. Management of cases of maltreated children ~n ) Inform all personnel of action needed

~vihl be accomplished by a multi-disciplinary child to enhance the general welfare and to prevent.
protection and case management team (CPCMT) maltreatment of children of Army personnel.
functioning under the supervision of the MTF (b) Stress the need for a widespread will-
commander. ingness among personnel to report incidents of

child maltreatment.
(c)  Emphasize the importance of tot al

10. Child advocacy/human resources coun- communi ty  involvement in the installation
cii. a. General. Rather than forming an addi- ACAP. -

tional council, the ACAP functions should b~ as- - - - - 
-

signed to an existing council that addresses - 

- - 
- -

- -

Human Resources programs (sec II , chap 2, AR -

608—1 and AR 600—85, to be published) . 11. Child protection and case rnanagen~ent
team (CPCMT). a. General.

6. Orga ni:a Uon. Chairmanshi p, frequency of
formal meetings, and composition of membershi p (1) The installation commander , with the ad- -
will be determined by the installation corn- vice of the MTF commander, will appoint a mul-

mander. In coordination with the ACAI’ officer, tldisciplinary CPCMT to manage the cases of
children and families coming to the at-tent-ion ofthe chairman will formally t:isk council members tile MTF because of maltreatment. The MTFor their respective agencies to take necessary ac-
commander will supervise the CPC MT, insuringtion to accomplish the functions in c below. 
tllat emphasis is placed on establishing ;md pre-

c. F n-,,clmns. To :mss ist the commander to serving at~ emotionally healthy, nonabusive fain-
exercise his overall responsibility for the ins tal la— il y rat-her than on removing the child aIId ~nmiiish
tion chilil advocacy program , the council j rovides ing the parents.

.
~~4

‘I
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(2) The ACAP officer will be kept informed will be provided only to paren ts who volu nteer for
of CPCMT activities and will support its efforts treatm ent. -

by serving as the point of coiltact for staff coordi. (c) Assisting in establishing the existence
nation. - of child maltreatment throug h me(li ca l ,

psychological, and social evaluations.
b. Member sh ip . ~d) Completing and forwarding the case

(1) The CPCMT ~vill cons ist of the following managemen t summary (para ]&I).

professional personnel: pediatricians, ls~’ehia- (2) Make recommenda tions to the ACAP of-
trists, psychologists, social workers , nurses , and uicer regarding—
lawyers. (a) Requirements for protective custody

(2) At the discretion of the MTF commander , of maltreated children.

law enforcemen t personnel , civilian child pro tec- (6) Alternative courses of action when par-
tion workers, chaplains , occupational therapists , ents refuse to volunteer for , Coopera te in , or fol-
and other personnel who may contribute to the low a recommended treatment plan.

evaluation , trea tment and progress of the case (c) The requirement for intervention by a
management process may be included in the court or a law enforcement agency in specific in-
membership. cidents.

- 
(d)  The need to not ify a gaining instahla-

c. P n, ictions. The CPCMT will— tion or civil authorities when an active case is
terminated because a family is relocating.(I) Identify problem families , and will pro-

tect and treat the maltreated child and his family (3) Identify and recommend corrective ac-
by— Lion to the Child Advocacy/Human Resources

(a) Obtaining medical , psycholog ical , and Council concerning COfl(litioflS that contribute to
social evaluations of children and parents coming child abuse ~rnd neglect and that impede report-
to the attention of the MTF because of child mal- ing, treatment , and disposi t ion of maltreated
treatment. children.

(b) Assist ing wi th t he diagnosis , family (4) Use and coordinate available resources
appraisal , and treatment of families referred to (military and civilian) to treat children and
the team from all sources. Treatment in a MTF families referred to the MTF’.

Section III. IDENTIFICAT ION , TREATMENT , AND I)1S1’OSITION

12. General. Community agencies should main- 6. Initial identification of child maltreatment
tam chose liaison wi th one another in order to help usuall y will be made by medical ~ersoimei. Public
identify and refer children who have been mal- and private social welfare agencie*, school offi-
treated. Clearly defined procedures must be es- cials, chaplains , child care centers , and law en-
tablishecl to insure prompt noti fication of law en- forcement officials may also identify and refer
forcemen: agencies when serious maltreatment is these cases. -

involved.

14. Medical exam inat ions ,  a. All cases of al-
13. Ident ificat ion.  a. Mili tary and .c iv ih ian  ]eged child maltreatment will be referred to the
personnel are encouraged to report all incidents MTF for examination , treatment , and evaluation
of suspected child maltreatment to the desi g- by the C1’CMT.
nated MTF point of contact or military /security
police. When persons who are providing st-ate- 6. All cases will be carefull y recorded by the
ments pertaining to cases of suspected child mat— attending physician. This record ~vi ll include a
treatment make an expressed request that their description of the cllild ’S general appearance , the
involvement be held in confidence antI when they - location of bruises , contusions , fractures , and
can be granted con fidentia li ty under the pro vi— other injuries. A dct:iiivd account of how t ue  in—
sions of AR 340—21, then their statem~nmt s will be juries were reported to have occurred will be ob—
so identified in vase records. - tam ed from the person who br ings the child to the

5 
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IiITF. The information will be recorded on appro- 6. Plan appropriate intervent ion.
priate medical forms, filed in the appropriate
medical records (para 18), and maintained in ac- c. Monitor treatment , to inc lude fo l low u p work

after the treatment reg i men is completed.
cordance with Alt  40—400 . Photograp hs , in color 

-

if possible , should be made of the injuries. d. Recommend disposition of all referred
cases.c. The possib ility of child abuSe should be con-

sidered by the examining physician when—
(1) There is an inadequate or inappropriate 17. Treatment of families. In addition to tracl i-

explanation of how the injuries were sustained. tional treatment methods , such a~ individual  and

(2) Multi ple fractures are present. group therapy, social casework , and environmen-
tal mani pulation , other strategies for interven-

(3) Mul t i ple or recurrent injuries (e.g. , tion may inclu~j e the use of—
burns , subdural hematoinas , fractures) exist.

a. Trained volunteers ,(4) A child is (lead Ofl arrival at the MTF.
(5) Reports or complain ts of sexual abuse are b. PaI-CntS anonymous ,

made. c. A telephone crisis “hot line ”,
d. The possibility of neg lect should be consid- d. A crisis nursery ,

ered when— -

(1) Young children are left unattended. e. A therapeutic day care cen ter, and

(2) Advanced untreated diseases are diag- f .  An educational program, including family
nosed. life and parent effectiveness training.

(3) Unsanitary living conditions exist.
(4) Emotional , moral , or social deprivation 18. Medical records. (1. A medical record will

becomes a matter of public knowledge. be prepared for each ind iv idua l  treated or
(5) Unexp lained incidents of “failure to evaluated for child maltreatment. A special out-

thrive” are diagnosed. patient treatment record may he prepared and
coded as a special category record in accordance
with paragraph ‘.-lOb , AR 40—400 . Access to

- 15. Report ing results of medical  examina-  these records will be given in accordance with the
lion. a. The attending physician will in SUre that provisions of AR 40—42.
prompt and proper notification of results of the
medIcal examination is made to the designated b. A case management summary of established
MTF point of contact (para 8b(2)). cases of child maltreatment will be l)rePared

using DA Form 446 1— H (fig. 2). DA Form 446 1—R6. The MTF commander or his designated rep- will be reproduced locall y on 8 by 101,4 in paper. Aresentative will determine if the reporting of the copy will be forwarded to: Commander , US Al-my
inci dent to ii~ v enforcement officials is war- Heal th Services Command, ATTN: HSOP—PR ,
ranted. If sc , the office of the provost marshal/ FT Sam Houston , TX 78234. -security officer will be notified immediately.

c. When the MTF commander requires assist- -

ance in making an immediate response or deter- ’ 19. Disposition of cases. When evaluating and
mines that a case requires assistance from other recommending disposition of eases involving child
agencies, h e will no t ify the ACAP officer. .Tllis maltreatment , tile CPC~IT, with the ~JA repre-
officer will task the appropriate agency with tak- sentative in attendance , should address the fol-
ing necessary action, lowing—

a. Establishment of child maltreatment.

16. Evaluation of maltreatment .  As part of th~e b. A pimi-opr iate treatment of the maitreated
evaluation of child mim a ltre atme nt and as an inte— child and his pai-eiits (para 17).
gral part of the ACAP, tile case m anagement c. Reporting or referral to civilian aut ilor itics .
team will— d. The need for formal investigation by a law

a. Substantiate maltreatment. - enfom-cemnent agency.

6 
-  
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-

. c. Recommending removal of child fror~ its h. Closure of case.
-
~~~ home.

20. Law enforcem ent invcstigat.on.s. Law en-f .  Recommending expulsion of famIly from the .
- . . . . .  forcement investigations of child maltreatment - --

~~~ military installation in order to place the famil y , . .
.  by LID or military/secur ity policc ’ ~vill be con-withIn reach of competent civil jur isdiction ducted in accordance with AR 190—30 and AR
g. Referral of the family to a gaining installa- 19o—2 , as appropriate. Milit ary police reports wil l 

-tion, or civilian community, upon reassignment, be completed and processed in accordance with -

transfer , ETS, or retirement of servicemember. AR 190—45.

H 
- 

- 
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The proponent agency of thi s reg ulation is the Off ice o l the Deputy Ch ief
of Staff for Personne l. Users ore invit ed to send comments and su g 9es ted
improvements on DA Form 2028 (Recommended Change s to Public ations
and Blank Forms) d i rect to HODA (DAPE— HRL) V/ASH DC 20310.

By Order of the Secretary of the Army:

- FRED C. WEYAND
- 

- 

- Gener a l , United Stales ~4rn,~
Official: 

- 
- 

- 
C/ t ie! of Staff

PAUL T. SMITH - - 

- - -

Major Genera l , United States Army - 
- 

- 
-The Adjutant Genera l - - 

-

- - DISTRIBUTION:
To be d istributed in accordance with DA Form 12—9A requirements for AR , Personnel General.

Actir e Army: C (Qty rqr block no 384)
ARNG: None. -

USAR: D (Qty rqr block no. 385) 
-
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SUGGESTED INSTALLATION ORGANIZATION CHART

Commander

H Director - 
-

h ealth Services4

- C l -
- — — — — — — — — (Staff Supervi-

sor of the ACAP)
I - -

-
- I I

1 Human Resources Development
Council

I Deputy Commander
I GL S1

Adjutant  GeneralMedical ( Chairman , CPCNT
Treatment DHS

Facility I SJA
Chaplain -

- Provost Marshal/Security Of f icer
- 1 - Sergean t Major

_______ 
________________________ ADCO - 

-

ACS Officer
Child Prc:ection and Case Information Of f ice r

Managemeat Team (CPCNT) Race Relations/Equal

— —— — — Oppo r tun i ty  Off ice r
Pediatrician Civilian Agencies
Psychiatrist Representatives
Social Worker Unit  Commanders
Psychologist Schools Officer
Communit y ~1ealth Nurse Community Health Nurse
SJA Representative Recreation Service Officer
ACS Social Work Officer . Child Care Center Officer
Chaplain A Community Volunteer (Parent—
Occupational Therapist Teenager, etc.)
Special Invited Visitors Mental Hygiene Consultation Rep.
(i.e., civilian child welfare
worker)

- Figur e l
8

— 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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. CHILD MALTREA TMENT INCIDENT ~. DA1E

CASE MANAGEM ENT SUMMARY AR 0—
Fo. o~ — of t)..~ fo r m . vo  A R (~OO.4B: th~ proponent a.j .ncy it Or)CSPC- n.

~~. NAF.’E (to ll . 1u~ t. .M.d.Jie i~’.l~aI 3. SEX AGE RACE 
j o

. RELIGION

7. I-MO B. SSN (.~punlur~ 9. SPONSOI4 S NAMI (LoJ I . tiff. Midft .’ I n i l w i )

1O. SPONSORS ~~~
(
~AN IZAT ION ANO OEPARTMENT 1) . HOME ADDHESS fJncIQde XIP Code) -

12. IYPE OF INCIDENT 13.

0 PHYSICAL 0 SEXUAL 0 OTHER (Specify) DINCIDENT CONFIRMED 0 INCIDENT SUSPECTED

14. SUMMARY OF INCIDENT (Wh o. what, when and how)

1~~. FIE SULTS OF MLD ICA L EXAMINATION -

1G. S U M M A R Y  OF ACTION TAKEN -

IGO . NAME AND OF GA NILAT ION OF INDIVIDUAL COMPL Et ING 1( b.SIGNAT UHE
IOHM

DA FORM 44 16- R. 1 NOV 75 - 
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APPENDIX B

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Counseling Center

American Red Cross

- - Army Child Advocacy Program Council (ACAP Council)

Army Community Service

Army Health Nurse 
- 

-

Chaplains

Child Care Center/Post Nursery Personnel

Child Protection and Case Management (CPCMT) (CPC) (SCAN
Council)

Commander of Sponsor of Abused Dependent

Community (local , civilian) Child Protection Service
Agency (DPW) (SRS )

Community (local , civilian ) Fami ly Courts

Emergency Room Personnel

Family Therapist (on hospital staff)

General Staff Off icer  (at Post level)

Hospital Administrators

Hospital Commander

Law Enforcement Personnel (policemen and investigators)

Mental Health/Hygiene Clinic

Pediatric Clinic Nurses

Pediatric Ward Nurses

Pediatricians (on hospital staff)

Physicians (non-pediatric , on hospital staff)

School Administrators

__________ - 
_ _ _
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School Nurses

School Teacher

Social Work Services (on hospital staff)

St a f f  Judge Advocate (lawyers)

U.S. Magistrate (on-Post, civilian, Federal “judge”)

Well Baby Clinic Nurses

I.- -

~
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The following questionnaire will take about 20 minutes to complete.

I am interested in learning your personal opinion about
- various aspects of child abuse and neglect case managiment
in the military community. By “child abuse and neglect” ,
I am referring to the physical or mental injury , sexual abuse ,
or maltreatment of a child under the age of eighteen by a
person who is responsible for the child’s welfare under
circumstances which indicate that the child ’s health or
welfare is harmed or threatened.

By “case management” , I am referring to any action
taken by anyone in authority subsequent to the initial
discovery that child abuse and neglect (or suspected child
abuse and neglect) has taken place. 

-

“Hospital” refers to an Army Medical Treatment Facility .

Personal anonymity is guaranteed; your responses will be
combined with nearly 400 others. Taken together , they will
form a data base for a Master ’s thesis.

Most questions will call for one or two responses.
When appropriate, please refer to the separate list of
PERSONNEL CATEGORIES when answering. Use the code letter
that matches your desired response.

Thank you for participating in this survey.

Jack Martin

~ 
I 

~~ --~~-
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1. From the list provided , find the personnel category that best
describes you at this time. Mark the code letter of that category here.

*1

2. Have you had any personal experience with a child abuse and neglect
case management situation in the military community?

- 
circle one : YES NO

3. In your opinion, does the Army curren tly have a hi ghly effective
procedure for dealing with instances of child abuse and neglect?

circle one : YES NO Don ’t know

4. Should the Army be concerned with a multidisciplinary
(professional team ) concept in its approach to child abuse and neg lect
case management?

circle one: YES NO Don ’t know

If NO, which personnel category should assume total
responsibility?

- 1st choice : 
_____  

2d choice :_____

5. If a general problem arose in a child abuse and neglect case
management situation, to which personnel category would you probably —

turn for advice/assistance?

- 
1st choice:_____ 2d choice : 

_____

6. Which personnel category should set the limits of your professional
involvement in child abuse and neglect case management?

1st choice: 
_____  

2d choice : 
_____

7. I am generally satisfied with the role my personnel category plays
in child abuse and neglect case management. 

-

circle one: TRUE FALS:

If FALSE , how would you alter its present role? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _
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8. Do you feel the ~~~o

1
~~~~er~~,nne1 category are in

competition with other personnel categories in the area of child abusE
and neglect case management?

circle one: YES NO Don’t J

If YES, with which other personnel categories?

* 1st choice :_____ 2d choice:_

9. Members of which personnel category seek advice/assistance most of
from members of your personnel category?

1st choice :_____ 2d choice :_ 
-

- 

- 
10. In child abuse and neglect case management situations, in which
personnel category do you have most confidence in judgement? -

1st choice:_____ 2d choice:

- 11. Does the “collective nature” (joint decisionmaking) of child abuse
and neglect case management decisions ever disturb you as an individuE

circle one: YES NO Don ’t k

If YES, please explain: ________________________________________

12. Which personnel categories do you feel are best qualified to have
overall responsibility for child abuse and neglect case management?

- 
- 1st choice:_____ 2d choice:

13. Which personnel category do you feel is least qualified to partic~in child abuse and neglect case management decision making?

1st choice:_____ 2d choice :

14. Which personnel categories’ do you feel are best trained to handle
child abuse and neglect case management situations?

- 1st choice:_____ 2d choice :

15. Which personnel categories do you feel are presently most influen
in child abuse and neglect case management decision making?

1st choice: 
_____  

2d choice:

-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ wLa~~~~ n.. 
- -
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1ROM CFO~ & ~u~~I5IJ~~1~~~Q
16. Which personnel categories d~~-~~~~

”
el should be most in f luential

in child abuse and neglect case management decision making?

1st choice:_____ 2d choice :_____

17. In a child abuse and neglect case management situation , consultation
with which personnel category would be most valuable to you?

- 

- 
1st choice :_____ 2d choice :_____

18. In general, are the members of your personnel category willing to
cooperate and work with the members of other personnel categories?

circle one: YES NO Don ’t know

19. In your opinion , which personnel category is most likely not to
deliver the child abuse and neglect case management services it should?

1st choice:____ 2d choice :____

20. Do you feel you are personally qualified to participate in child
abuse and neglect case management decisions? H

- circle one: YES NO Don ’t know

21. In general, do you feel the members of your personnel category
like to work for the members of other personnel categories?

circle one : YES NO Don ’t know

If YES , which other personnel categories?

1st choice :_____ 2d choice :_____ -

22. Did you receive any instruction regarding the child abuse and neglect
subject area in any of your military training? circle one : YES NO

If YES, when (year)?______
- where (what schoo[/course)? -

approximate time devoted to subject:_______________________ 

~~~~~~~ 
:_ - - .‘— ‘— —~~- ~—-- - — —.. —--—--- -.- - - J
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23. Did you receive any instruction regarding the child abuse and negleci
subject area in any of your professional training?- circle one: YES NO

If YES, when (year) ? -

where (what school7course)?______________________________

approximate time devoted to subject: --

24. In your opinion , is military rank (or civilian status) more
influential in the child abuse and neglect case man agement decision makinç
process than is a comprehensive knowledge of the subject area?

circle one: YES NO Don’t know

25. The members of your personnel category are most likely to share
- specialized knowledge in the child abuse and neglect case management area

with the members of which other personnel categories? -

- 1st choice :_____ 2d choice :_____

OR CHECK Specialized knowledge is likely not to be shared.

26. What is the title and/or author of the best publication you have rea
on the subject of child abuse and neglect in the past year?

(or brief description ) 
_______________________________________________

OR CHECK I have not read on the subject in the past year.

27. If you were in charge of the child abuse and neglect case management
decision making process, list all personnel categories you would routinel~
exclude from deliberations.

28. Are you a member of the CPCMT? YES NO

29. Are you a member of the ACAP Council? YES NO

30. Are you a parent? YES NO

—. - - -
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31. What is your age? 
-

- 
- 

32. What is your military rank (or civilian status)? 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

33. How many years have your been professionally associated with the
military? 

-

34. How many years have you been practicing your profession? 
_____

35. In your opinion , what is the goal of child abuse and neglect case
management in the military community?

36. What are your personal suggestions for improvement in the Army
child abuse and neglect case management program? Please mention any thing
about the subject you feel would be of value.

Thank you. aaain. for n~~r t i r ’i r~~t~~nr, ~~~~ 4-h~~~~~~ a - ~r~~ ’

h~ — — - —— -
~~-arn -~ -- —
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PERSONNEL CATEGORIES

code
A Alcohol and Drug Abuse Counseling Center
B American Red Cross -

C Army Child Advocacy Program Council

D Army Community Service
B Army Health Nurse
F Chaplains
G Child Care Center/Post Nursery personnel
H Child Protection and Case Management Team
I Commander of sponsor of abused dependent

J Community (local , civilian) child protection service agency
K Community (local , civilian) family courts
L Emergency Room personnel
M Family therapist (on hospital s t a f f)
N General Staff Officer (at Post level)

O Hospital administrators

P Hospital commander
Q Law enforcement personnel (policemen and investigators)
R Mental Health/Hyg iene Clinic
S Pediatric Clinic nurses
T Pediatric Ward nurses
U Pediatricians (on hospital staff )
V Physicians (non-pediatric, on hospital staff )

— - - -- --- W School administrators -

- -- 
X School nurse 

-

Y School teacher
Z Social ”Work services (on hospital s ta f f)

- Staff Judge Advocate (lawyers)

BB U.S. Magistrate (on—Post , civilian, Federal “judge ” )
CC Well Baby Clinic nurses
DD Other (please specify in each instance) 

-


